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Specialist, Tinplate & Model Train Sale

Auction commences at 10.00am
Wednesday 18th May 2022

Room and Live On-Line Auctions at Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.

Viewing available on the day of the Sale from 8.00am.

Bidding can be made using the following methods:

Commission Bids, Postal/Fax Bids, Telephone Bidding - If you intend to bid by telephone 

please contact our office for further information on 0044 (0)1642 750616. 
Internet Bidding - you can bid live on-line with www.vectis.co.uk or www.invaluable.com. 

You can also leave proxy bids at www.vectis.co.uk.

THERE ARE NO ADDITIONAL CHARGES FOR USING THE VECTIS PLATFORM TO BID.

If you require any further information please contact our office.
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GRADING SYSTEM
Mint .....................The item is in perfect condition

Near Mint .........Almost perfect, any imperfections will be extremely minor

Excellent ............The item will have had very careful use, with only small imperfections

Good ...................The item will have had more use, showing obvious imperfections

Fair ......................The item will have heavy signs of wear, showing major imperfections & may include repaints

Poor ....................The item will be in a very distressed condition, with many faults

Plus may be used if an item is better than its classification suggests
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Specialist 

2001. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) including chain wagon, flatbed and diesel wagon - all come with 
reproduction boxes - see photo (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2002. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include “Mobilgas” tanker another “Regent”; chain wagon and 
flatbed - all come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2003. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon, “Regent” tanker and diesel wagon - all 
come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2004. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include “Regent” tanker, flatbed and flatbed with tailboard - all 
come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2005. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon, diesel wagon, “Regent” tanker - all come 
with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2006. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon, flatbed and diesel wagon - all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2007. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include flatbed with tailboard; chain wagon and diesel 
wagon - all come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2008. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon and flatbed - all come with reproduction 
boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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2009. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) tankers including “Regent”, “Mobilgas” plus others - all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2010. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon, flatbed, “Mobilgas” tanker all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2011. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain wagon, diesel wagon, flatbed and “Esso” tanker all 
come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2012. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include flatbed, diesel wagon and chain wagon - all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2013. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include “Mobilgas” tanker, flatbed, chain wagon all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2014. Dinky Foden (Type 2) group of (restored/repainted) to include “Regent” tanker, “Mobilgas”, chain wagon - all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2015. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include flatbed with tailboard, “Regent” tanker; “Shell/BP” all 
come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2016. Dinky Foden (Type 1/2) group of (restored/repainted) to include flatbed, chain wagon, “Mobilgas” tanker all come with 
reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2017. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Foden (Type 2) - “Esso” tanker, 3 x Leyland Octopus to include wagon and 
flatbed with tailboard - all come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2018. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Leyland Octopus wagon; Foden (Type 1/2) diesel wagon, tanker all come 
with reproduction boxes (5) 

 £70 - £80 

2019. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Leyland Octopus wagon, “Esso” tanker, Foden (Type 1/2) flatbed and 
tanker - all come with reproduction boxes (5) 

 £70 - £80 

2020. Dinky (restored/repainted) group to include Big Bedford “Weetabix”; horsebox “British Railways”; Foden (Type 1/2) 
tankers - all come with reproduction boxes (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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2021. Dinky Guy Trucks a group of (Type 1/2) all have been (restored/repainted) to include open back and flatbed all come 
with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2022. Dinky Guy Trucks (Type 1) group of (restored/repainted) to include chain and open back all come with reproduction 
boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2023. Dinky Guy group (Type 1) all are (restored/repainted) to include flatbed, open back wagon and flatbed with 
tailboard - all come with reproduction boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2024. Dinky (Atlas Editions) a group to include 555 Ford Thunderbirds; 943 Leyland Octopus “Esso” tanker; 482 Bedford 
“Dinky Toys” delivery van plus others. Conditions appear generally to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes.  
(7) 

 £50 - £60 

2025. Dinky group to include 111 “Cinderella’s” Coach; 266 ERF Fire Tender; 284 London “Taxi” conditions are generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good window boxes and bubble pack; 972 “Coles” Crane Fair to Poor in a Fair blue and white 
striped lift off lid box and 562 dumper truck empty buff lift off lid box Poor to Fair. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2026. Corgi 1143 American La France aerial rescue truck red, yellow ladders, chrome platforms, cast hubs, with fireman 
figures - Excellent inner polystyrene tray is Good in a Fair to Good blue and yellow window box with correct “Mr Retailer” 
detachable header and 342 Lamborghini P400GT Miura fluorescent lime, red interior, whizzwheels with fighting bull 
figure - Good (does have pitting) in a Good blue and yellow window box “whizzwheels” flash inner polystyrene tray is 
Good - see photo (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2027. Corgi group to include 155 UOP Shadow; 156 Embassy Shadow; 323 Ferrari Daytona; 8 x 302 Volkswagen Polo and 
4x 471 London Transport Silver Jubilee Bus conditions are generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus striped 
window boxes.  (15) 

 £70 - £80 

2028. Corgi 806 Lunar Bug - a pair both are finished in white, red, mid-blue pop-out side wings - conditions are generally 
Good Plus to Excellent Plus polystyrene moon trays are Good to Good Plus (one has some small graffiti) in Fair blue and 
yellow window boxes (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2029. Corgi “Noddy” car group of 4 (1) “Noddy” figure yellow, red; (2) same as (1); (3) “Noddy Big Ears and Tubby Bear” 
figures and (4) same as (3) conditions are Fair to Good still display well (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2030. Corgi “Noddy” Car group to include (1) “Noddy” figure; (2) same as (1); (3) “Noddy and Big Ears” (4) “Noddy, Big Ears 
and Tubby Bear” figure - conditions are generally Fair to Good (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2031. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y5 Le Mans Bentley; 2x Y7 Mercer Raceabout; Y8 Morris Cowley; 
Y13 Santa Fe Locomotive; Y14 Duke of Connaught Locomotive; Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost conditions are generally Good to 
Excellent (some require slight attention/cleaning) in generally Fair to Good boxes (7) 

 £60 - £70 
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2032. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y2 London Bus; 2x Y3 “News of the World” Tram Car; Y4 Shand 
Mason horse drawn fire engine; Y6 Bugatti; Y7 Leyland Delivery Truck; Y10 Mercedes and Y12 horse drawn bus conditions are 
generally Good to Excellent (some require slight attention/cleaning) in Fair to Good boxes (8) 

 £70 - £80 

2033. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y5 Bentley; Y7 Rolls Royce; Y10 Mercedes; Y15 Rolls Royce Silver 
Ghost; Y16 Spyker plus others conditions are generally Good (slight attention/cleaning) to Excellent in generally Fair to Good 
Plus boxes - see photo (12) 

 £80 - £90 

2034. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y2 Renault; Y5 Bentley; Y11 Packard; Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost 
plus others - includes duplication conditions are generally Fair to Excellent (some require slight attention/cleaning) in Fair to 
Good boxes. (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2035. Matchbox group to include King Size K14 Jumbo Crane; Super Kings K4 Big Tipper; another but Leyland tipper; K70 
Porsche Turbo; K2001 “Adventure 2000” Raider Command; plus others also includes 8 x models of yesteryear including (code 
3) issue conditions are generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus window boxes (16) 

 £70 - £80 

2036. Dinky unboxed group to include military light tractor with chains; Morris Commercial “Royal Mail” delivery van; 
Motocart; Daimler “Ambulance”; Big Bedford “Heinz 57 Varieties”; Bedford Pullmore car transporter plus others - conditions are 
generally Poor to Fair - see photo (55) 

 £50 - £70 

2037. Dinky unboxed group to include “Captain Scarlett” Spectrum Patrol Car; Rolls Royce Silver Wraith; Gang Roller; Flying 
Boat; Aston Martin Sports Car; plus others also includes some French Dinky - see photo conditions are Poor to Fair (32) 

 £60 - £70 

2038. Corgi unboxed group to include “The Monkee’s” - Monkeemobile “James Bond” Lotus Esprit; Mercedes 300SL; Bentley 
Continental Sports Saloon; “RAF” Standard Vanguard; Aston Martin DB4; Jaguar Mark X; plus others conditions are generally 
Poor to Fair (31) 

 £60 - £70 

2039. Corgi unboxed commercial group to include Ford truck and trailer “Express Service”; Bedford type S Carrimore; “Mister 
Softee”; “Chipperfield Circus”; Bedford TK horsebox; Scammell crane truck; plus others conditions are generally Poor to 
Fair - see photo (30) 

 £60 - £70 

2040. Triang Spot-on unboxed group to include Bentley Saloon; Rover 3 litre; Jaguar Type S; MGA Sports Car; plus others 
conditions are Poor to Fair. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2041. Triang Minic Ships a large quantity to include United States; RMS Queen Elizabeth; RMS Canberra; HMS Vanguard; 
plus some others by various manufacturers - conditions are generally Fair to Excellent also includes 3x empty boxes which are 
Poor to Fair - see photo (30) 

 £80 - £110 
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2042. Marx “Dr Who” Rolykins “Dalek’s” a pair (1) red (2) black conditions are generally Good to Good Plus including boxes 
and 5x later issues (Product Enterprise) to include red, silver, gold, plus others conditions appear generally to be Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes with backing cards (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2043. Tekno unboxed group to include Falck Zonen Fire Engine; “Esso” Tanker plus others conditions are generally Fair (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2044. Century TV21 a group of 4 paperback/comics to include 58/59/61/65 issues conditions are generally Fair to Good 
Plus - lot also includes a quantity of magazines and comics to include “Movie Monsters”, “The Mighty Thor”, “Paul”, “Doctor 
Strange” plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus. (Qty) 

 £40 - £50 

2045. Unboxed mainly British made group to include Chad Valley Weekin Truck; Moko/Lesney Horse drawn milk float; 
Britains Tumble Cart; Mettoy Trailer plus others conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2046. Unboxed group to include Fun Ho Motorcycle; Tootsie Toy Tank; Barclay or similar armoured car; plus 
others - conditions vary from Poor to Fair (see photo). 

 £70 - £80 

2047. A group of mainly soft toys including teddy bears, plus some dolls, small Paddington Bear and rubber “Noddy” figure 
conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.  (Qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2048. Books/Magazines group to include “The Collectors Book of Dolls”; “The Old Fairy Tales”; “Brer Rabbit”; “Cor”; “The 
Goodies”; “Tiger” plus others magazines include Railway World (Ian Allan) plus others conditions are generally Poor to Good 
Plus. (Qty) 

 £20 - £40 

2049. A large group of mainly unboxed to include Models of Yesteryear; Scalextric; Dinky Toys; Plastic and Diecast Aircraft; 
plus much more includes Double Decker Bus; Stake Truck, Blaw Knox Bulldozer; Ford Model T; Sunbeam Motorcycle with 
Sidecar; Buddy L “Spiderman” plus others - conditions vary from Poor to Good Plus - see photo.  (lg qty) 

 £70 - £80 

2050. A large mixed group which includes “Railway World” magazines; 2 x Matchbox “40th Anniversary Collection” 5-piece 
sets; Bburago (1/18 scale) Corvette; “Harry Potter” Tea Caddy; Mebetoys (Mattel) “Fire” Car Hot Wheels race case; “Star Wars” 
plus others conditions are generally Poor to Mint boxes where applicable (only a few) are generally Fair to Good Plus - all 
contained in 4 trays plus some separate games - see photo. 

 £60 - £70 

2051. Monogram 2601 (1/8 scale) plastic kit Jaguar XKE condition appears to be generally Excellent to Mint (some items are 
loose from sprue) in a generally Good Plus lift off lid box (still a bright example) and Entex 9000 (1/16 scale) Rolls Royce 
Phantom III kit - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in a generally Good Plus lift off lid box (neither have been 
checked for completeness) - see photo (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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2052. Revell H902 1/4 scale Visible V8 Operating Engine Model and H906 1/3 Visible 2.3 litre turbo operating engine 
conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus lift off lid boxes (neither are checked for 
correctness) - see photo (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2053. Tamiya 9 (1/48 scale) Avro Lancaster Bomber group of 3 which appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked 
for correctness) in Good to Good Plus colourful lift off lid boxes (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2054. Plastic kits group to include Nitto (1/100 scale) DC10; Boeing 767; Entex Lockheed Tri-Star and DC10 conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none have been checked for correctness) in Fair to Good Plus lift off lid boxes (5) 

 £70 - £80 

2055. Bandai plastic kits group to include (1/16 scale) Dennis Motor Fire Engine (1914); Steam Traction Engine and Steam 
Road Roller conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Fair to Good Plus lift off lid boxes (contents not checked for 
correctness) - see photo (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2056. Monogram plastic kits a group to include (1/48 scale) 5478 Mosquito; Douglas DC3; C-47 Sky Train; plus others in 
various scales - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (many are still in 
factory wrap).  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2057. Heller plastic kits to include (1/72 scale) Boeing 707 “La Fansa”; (1/24 scale) Focke Wulf FW-190A; (1/24 scale) 
Renault Bus plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked correctness) in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap).  (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2058. Matchbox (AMT) plastic kits a group to include (1/25 scale) Caterpillar D8H; (1/16 scale) Chevy Belair Coupe; Chevy 
Nomad Station Wagon and 2 x Ford Mustang conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for 
correctness) in Fair (slightly grubby) to Good lift off lid boxes (5 

 £70 - £80 

2059. Matchbox (1/72 scale) PK901 Corvette “Flower Class” a pair which appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not 
checked for correctness) in Fair to Good (could be better with time spent cleaning) lift off lid boxes (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2060. Matchbox plastic kits a group to include (1/32 scale) PK-506 Sea Venom; PK-501 Spitfire; 3 x PK-505 (40505) Tiger 
Moth; (1/32 scale) Rolls Royce Phantom; (1/76 scale) Sherman Tank; plus others - includes duplication - conditions are 
generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Fair to Near Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap) - see photo 
(15) 

 £70 - £80 

2061. Matchbox plastic kits a group to include PK-105 (1/72 scale) Walrus; PK-403 Heinkel; PK-111 Junkers; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Fair to Excellent boxes - see photo 
(19) 

 £70 - £90 
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2062. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/600 scale) F6S HMS Leander; F303 HMS Suffolk; (1/72 scale) 394 Blohm & 
Voss - plus others contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in Fair to Good Plus 
boxes (10) 

 £60 - £70 

2063. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/72 scale) 271 Islander; 04018 Short Skyvan; plus others - contents appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus boxes.  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2064. Airfix plastic kits group to include (1/72 scale) 06001 Sunderland III; 08002 Avro Lancaster; (1/48 scale) 04100 Spitfire 
plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent Plus 
boxes.  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2065. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/72 scale) 01048 Avro 504K; 02018 Firefly; 03007 Junkers plus others conditions 
appear to be generally Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap) 
(15) 

 £60 - £70 

2066. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/144 scale) 04175 Caravelle; (1/72 scale) 05007 Catalina; (1/48 scale) 04102 
Hurricane plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus 
to Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap) (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2067. Airfix plastic kits a group (00-scale) to include R4 Brake Van; R9 040 Saddle Tank; 02661 Meat Wagon; R1 “Esso” 
Tank Wagon plus others - includes duplication conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent boxes -see photo (17) 

 £70 - £80 

2068. Airfix plastic kits a group (00-scale) to include 02662 Cement Wagon; R9 040 Saddle Tank; R1 “Esso” Tank Wagon; 
R5 Cattle Wagon plus others - includes duplication conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Fair to Excellent boxes - see photo (18) 

 £70 - £80 

2069. Airfix plastic kits a group of mainly (00/HO-scale) to include 03624 Windmill; 03616 Girder Bridge; R502 Evening Star 
Locomotive; R402 Harrow Locomotive plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2070. Airfix plastic kits a group of (HO/00-scale) to include 03605 Water Tower; 03616 Girder Bridge; 04655 Prairie Tank; 
R502 Evening Star Locomotive plus others - includes some duplication conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2071. Airfix plastic kits a group of (HO/00-scale) to include 03626 Locomotive Turntable; 207 Girder Bridge; 04655 Prairie 
Tank Locomotive; R403 Mogul plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (10) 

 £60 - £70 
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2072. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/24 scale) A25001 De Havilland Mosquito; A19002 Typhoon; (1/48 scale) A14101 
Westland Helicopter; (1/350 scale) Destroyer and (1/25 scale) 2041 “The General” Locomotive contents appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (some scuffs around edges) to Good Plus boxes (5) 

 £70 - £80 

2073. Airfix plastic kits a group to include (1/12 scale) 2001 Bentley (1930); (1/144 scale) SK912 Hovercraft; (1/600 scale) 
RMS “Queen Elizabeth” plus others - conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to 
Good Plus boxes - (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2074. Airfix plastic kits group to include (1/24 scale) 06417 Citroen 2CV “Dolly”; (1/48 scale) 04102 Hurricane; (1/72 scale) 
Short Sunderland III; 04007 Marchetti plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to 
Mint boxes (most are still in factory wrap) - see photo (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2075. Doyusha (1/100 scale) plastic kit Boeing 747 “British Airways” - contents appear to be generally Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in a Good Plus lift off lid box (does have some discolouration to one end) - see photo. 

 £40 - £50 

2076. Frog plastic kits a group to include (1/72 scale) F207 Whitley Bomber; F172 Shackleton Submarine Aircraft; 
Vengeance Dive Bomber plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in Poor to Near Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap) - (19) 

 £70 - £80 

2077. Plastic kits group to include Hawk (1/72 scale) Spitfire; Lindberg (1/4 scale) Piper Super Cub; Revell H214 Sikorsky 
Helicopter - a pair plus others conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally 
Good (slightly grubby around edges) to Excellent colourful lift off lid boxes (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2078. Revell plastic kits a group to include (1/32 scale) Tornado; (1/48 scale) Sea King Helicopter; (1/144 scale) Boeing 747 
plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes (a couple are still in factory 
wrap).  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2079. Revell plastic kits a group to include (1/32 scale) Tiger Moth; (1/48 scale) Flamingo; (1/72 scale) Blenheim Bomber; 
(1/87 scale) Hudson Steam Locomotive; (1/144 scale) Boeing plus others conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (contents 
not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Near Mint boxes (a few are still in factory wrap) - see photo 
(12) 

 £70 - £80 

2080. Revell plastic kits group to include (1/83 scale) Mayflower Pilgrim Ship; (1/160 scale) Rheindampfer; (1/250 scale) 
Passat; (1/388 scale) “Great Eastern” conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2081. Revell plastic kits a group to include (1/16 scale) Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle); (1/24 scale) Honda Prelude; (1/25 
scale) Ford Escort XR3 plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally 
Fair to Good Plus boxes (5) 

 £40 - £50 
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2082. Revell plastic kits a group to include “Cutty Sark”; “The Thermopylae”; “USS Constitution” plus others conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in Poor to Fair boxes (contents not checked for correctness).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2083. Revell plastic kits group to include (1/32 scale) Bristol Beaufighter; (1/72 scale) Boeing Fortress; plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly 
grubby) to Excellent colourful boxes (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2084. Plastic kits a group to include Tamiya (1/24 scale) Fiat 500; Austin FX4 “Taxi”; AMT (1/25 scale) Peterbilt Budweiser 
Truck; Trumpeter (1/35 scale) Locomotive plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked 
for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (some are still in factory wrap).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2085. Plastic kits a group to include Italeri (1/72 scale) AS51 Horsa; Hasagawa Lockheed; IMC (1/32 scale) Bell Jet Ranger 
Helicopter; plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Poor to Excellent 
boxes.  (20) 

 £60 - £70 

2086. Plastic kits a group to include Heller (1/72 scale) Douglas; Novo Marlin Bomber; Nichimo Cessna Skyhawk plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for completeness) in Fair to Excellent boxes (15) 

 £60 - £70 

2087. Plastic kits a group to include Nichimo Cessna Skyhawk; Nitto Boeing 737 “Nippon Airways”; Otaki Japanese Steam 
Locomotive; Hasagawa “HMS Vanguard” plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (10) 

 £80 - £90 

2088. Plastic kits a group to include Esci (1/72 scale) Tornado; Flashback (1/48 scale) Miles Magister; Academy (1/32 scale) 
Sopwith Camel plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good 
Plus to Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap).  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

2089. Hasagawa plastic kits a group to include (1/200 scale) C47 Skytrain; DC10 “Alitalia”; Boeing “Qantas” - x 2 plus others 
conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus boxes (contents not checked for 
correctness).   (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2090. Plastic kits a group to include Heller (1/72 scale) Spitfire; Italeri AS51 Horsa; Masterkit (1/144 scale) Boeing 757; 
Monogram (1/48 scale) Hawker Hurricane plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in generally Poor to Excellent boxes (some are still in factory wrap) - see photo (21) 

 £60 - £70 

2091. Aircraft kits to include Sterling Models Inc Tiger Moth; Great Planes Piper (motorised); Guillow’s Piper Super Cub; 
Lindoe Piper plus others - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to 
Mint boxes (many are still in factory wrap) - (15) 

 £110 - £130 
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2092. Aircraft kits a large group which includes Vac Form Bristol Britannia (1/72 scale); Vickers Viscount; Sutcliffe 
Productions Handley Page (1/72 scale); Welsh Models McDonnell Douglas “Finnair”; plus others conditions appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent boxes with paper labels (21) 

 £80 - £100 

2093. Plastic kits a large group of mainly steam/trams/buses and railway related including Tower models Leyland Olympian; 
Keil Kraft Ploughing Engine; Amerang Showman’s Traction Engine; Ratio N Gauge Buildings; plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (40) 

 £80 - £100 

2094. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kit group all are Subaru Impreza to include “Monte Carlo 05”; “Safari 98”; “WRC 2001” plus 
others - includes some duplication conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in 
generally Good (slight fading) to Near Mint lift off lid boxes.  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2095. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of Rally cars to include Toyota Corolla “WRC”; Audi Quattro; Toyota Celica 
“Castrol”; Peugeot 205 Turbo “Work’s Rally” - plus others conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in Fair to Excellent lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2096. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits group to include Subaru Impreza “Monte Carlo 05”; Peugeot 206 “2002 Winner 
Version”; Ford Focus “WRC01”; Audi Quattro plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not 
checked for correctness) in Fair (slightly faded) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2097. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits group of rally cars to include Ford Focus “WRC01”; Peugeot 205 Turbo “Work’s Rally”; 
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution; Subaru Impreza “Japan 2004 Rally” plus others - some duplication conditions are generally Near 
Mint to Mint (not checked for completeness) in generally Fair (very slightly faded) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2098. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of rally cars to include Subaru Impreza “Monte Carlo 05”; Toyota Corolla 
“WRC”; Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2099. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of rally cars to include Ford Escort RS Cosworth “Repsol”; Toyota Celica 
“Castrol”; Peugeot 205 Turbo “Work’s Rally”; Subaru Impreza “98 Monte Carlo” plus others conditions appear to be generally 
Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slight fading) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2100. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of racing cars to include Toyota Supra GT “Castrol”; BMW 635 CSI “GRA 
Racing”; Nissan Skyline “Calsonic”; Opal Astra V8 Coupe plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
(unchecked for correctness) in generally Good to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2101. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of racing cars to include Nissan R89C; Porsche 962C; Zent Cerumo; Alpha 
Romeo 155 Toyota GT-One plus others conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair 
to Near Mint boxes (apart from 1 which is only Poor sides of box lid are missing) - see photo (10) 

 £70 - £80 
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2102. Tamiya (1/20 scale) plastic kits a group of mainly Formula 1 racing cars including Renault RE30B Turbo; Ferrari 312 
T3; Tyrrell Yamaha 023; Williams FW13B Renault plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked 
for correctness) in generally Fair (slightly faded) to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2103. Tamiya (1/20 scale) plastic kits a group of mainly Formula 1 racing cars to include McLaren Mercedes MP4; Ferrari 
F60; Benetton Ford B188; Tyrrell P34 plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2104. Tamiya (1/20 scale) plastic kits a group of mainly Formula 1 racing cars including Williams FW13B Renault; Brabham 
BT50; Lotus 25 Coventry Climax plus others some duplication conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (contents not checked for correctness).  (9) 

 £60 - £70 

2105. Tamiya (1/12 scale) plastic kits a group of mainly Formula 1 racing cars to include Ferrari 312T; Wolf Ford; Tyrrell P34 
and Ferrari 312T4 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in Fair to Excellent lift off 
lid boxes (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2106. Tamiya plastic kits a group to include (1/20 scale) Tire Changing Pit Crew; F1 Driver & Technical Engineer Set; (1/12 
scale) Motor Racing Team 2 x Mechanic and Team Driver - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not 
checked for correctness) in Good (very small tears to ends) to Near Mint boxes (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2107. Tamiya (1/20 scale) Racing Pit Team x 3; 2 x F1 Driver & Technical Engineer set and (1/24 scale) Rally Mechanics 
set - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly faded on ends) 
to Excellent Plus boxes (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2108. Tamiya (1/20 scale) Racing Pit Team x 3; 2 x F1 Driver & Technical Engineer set and (1/24 scale) Rally Mechanics 
set - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly faded on ends) 
to Excellent Plus boxes (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2109. Tamiya (1/12 scale) plastic motorbike kits to include Kawasaki Ninja; Honda NSR 500; Yamaha YZR 500; Suzuki RGV 
plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents unchecked for correctness) in generally Good to 
Excellent Plus boxes (7) £60-£70. 

 £60 - £70 

2110. Tamiya (1/12 scale) plastic motorcycle kits to include Suzuki RGV; Honda NSR 250; Yamaha RZV 500R plus others 
contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slight fading) to Excellent 
Plus boxes (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2111. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Volvo 850 Turbo Estate; Toyota Celsior; Toyota Land Cruiser; 
Jaguar XJ220; Lotus Super 7 plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in 
generally Good (some slight fading) to Excellent Plus boxes (8) 

 £60 - £70 
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2112. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Lotus Europa Special; Toyota Sprinter; Honda Fit; Ferrari F50; 
Toyota Land Cruiser plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally 
Good (slightly faded) to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2113. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Nissan Skyline; Jaguar Mk II Racing; Alpine 1600SC; Volkswagen Golf plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good (slight fading) to 
Near Mint boxes - see photo (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2114. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Toyota Celica; Ferrari Testarossa; Porsche 928; Lotus Super 7 plus 
others conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus lift off lid 
boxes - see photo (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2115. Tamiya (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include BMW M635 CSI; Nissan Skyline GTR; plus others - some duplication 
conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent lift off lid boxes (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2116. Belkits (1/24 scale) a group of rally cars to include Ford Fiesta “2010 Rallye Monte Carlo”; Peugeot 207 “2009 Ypres”; 
Skoda Fabia “Czech Rally 2012”and Ford Escort RS1600 - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good (some fading) to Near Mint boxes - (2 are still in factory wrap).  (4) 

 £70 - £80 

2117. Belkits (1/24 scale) group of rally cars to include Ford Fiesta “2010 Rallye Monte Carlo”; Skoda Fabia “Czech Rally” 
and Volkswagen Polo “WRC” conditions appear to be generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (contents 
not checked for correctness) (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2118. Aoshima (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include MGB (1967); another but later issue solid bumper; Impreza WRX 
STI and Pajero - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2119. Aoshima (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Lamborghini Murcielago; Kenmary Works; and 2 x Impreza WRX STI 
conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
lift off lid boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2120. Aoshima (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Volvo 240 Turbo; Nissan 240 RS; Toyota Celica 2000GT and 
MGB - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in Good Plus to Near Mint lift 
off lid boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2121. Aoshima (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include MGB (Hard Top) - Club Racing Version and 3 x MGB Uretano 
Bumper - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent lift off lid boxes (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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2122. Aoshima (1/24 scale) plastic kits a pair of racing cars (1) McLaren F1 “1997 La Mans” and another but “Gulf” conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) In generally Good to Good Plus lift off lid boxes 
(2) 

 £40 - £50 

2123. Airfix (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group of rally cars to include Mitsubishi Lancer; Citroen Xsara; Peugeot 206; Ford 
Focus plus others - some duplication conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in 
generally Good to Mint boxes (4 are still in factory wrap) - see photo.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2124. Airfix a group of plastic kits (1/24/32 scale) to include Aston Martin; Toyota RAV4; Peugeot 307 Rally plus 
others - includes duplication conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair (grubby) to 
Good Plus boxes (10) 

 £40 - £50 

2125. Matchbox plastic kits a group to include PK-6604 (1/25 scale) City Transporter - (AMT) Box; 2 x PK-305 Surtees TS16 
(1/32 scale) conditions are generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly 
grubby) to Good Plus colourful boxes (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2126. Ebbro (1/20 scale) plastic racing car kits to include Tyrrell; Team Lotus 49B and another but 72E - conditions appear to 
be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent Plus lift off lid boxes (3) 

 £50 - £70 

2127. Ebbro (1/20 scale) plastic kits a pair (1) Team Lotus 88B and (2) Tyrrell conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to 
Mint in Good Plus to Excellent lift off lid boxes (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2128. Fujimi (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Subaru Impreza; Mini Cooper; Mercedes SLK; Lamborghini Diablo; Mercedes 
E320; Ferrari Dino 246GT plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Good (slightly faded) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2129. Fujimi (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Ford GT; Team Lotus 97T; Ferrari 330 P4; Toyota Corolla Rally; BMW Z4 GT3 
plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly faded 
ends) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2130. Fujimi (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Mini “Rallye Monte Carlo 1994”; McLaren F1 GTR; Porsche 917K; Ferrari F40; 
garage & tools - plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in 
generally Good (some slight fading) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2131. Hasegawa (1/24 scale) kits to include Eddie Jordan 89D; Ford Focus Rally Car; Lancia 037 Rally; plus 
others - includes some duplication conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in 
Good (slightly faded) to Excellent lift off lid boxes (10) 

 £70 - £80 
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2132. Hasegawa (1/24 scale) kits a group to include Jaguar XJR-8; Honda Civic “Castrol”; Lancia Stratos; Mitsubishi Lancer 
Evolution plus others conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally 
Fair to Excellent lift off lid boxes (9) 

 £70 - £80 

2133. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits 07374 Ford Escort Rally - a group of 5 which all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good plus to Near Mint boxes (some have very slight fading on ends/ some are still factory sealed) (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2134. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits 07374 Ford Escort Rally - a group of 5 which all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good plus to Near Mint boxes (some have very slight fading on ends/ some are still factory sealed) (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2135. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits 07374 Ford Escort Rally - a group of 5 which all appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good plus to Near Mint boxes (some have very slight fading on ends/ some are still factory sealed) (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2136. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits group to include Ford Escort Rally; BMW DTM 2012; Toyota Celica WRC; Lancia 
Stratos plus others conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Fair 
to Excellent boxes (some still factory sealed).  (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2137. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Toyota Celica WRC; MG TC; Fiat 131 Rally; Mercedes “DMT 2011” 
plus others - some duplication conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Fair 
to Excellent boxes (some are factory sealed) (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2138. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Porsche Carrera 4; BMW Z1 Roadster; Ferrari GTO; Mini Cooper plus 
others conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in Fair to Excellent boxes 
(some are still factory sealed) (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2139. Revell (1/24 scale) plastic kits a group to include Subaru Impreza; Dodge Viper GTS; Mercedes A160; Ferrari 250 GTO 
plus others conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

2140. Revell plastic kits a group to include (1/24 scale) Bentley Blower; Mercedes GTR; Ferrari 2-piece set; (1/25 scale) 
Mercedes 1628S Spoiler plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2141. Ertl (AMT) plastic kits a group of (1/25 scale) to include 6018 Indy Car Transporter; 6019 Stock Car Transporter and (3) 
6802 Kodak Team Transporter conditions are believed to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
(factory wrapped) boxes (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2142. Ertl (AMT) plastic kits a group of (1/25 scale) to include 6018 Indy Car Transporter; 6019 Stock Car Transporter and (3) 
6802 Kodak Team Transporter conditions are believed to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
(factory wrapped) boxes (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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2143. Ertl (AMT) plastic kits group of (1/25 scale) to include Indy Car Transporter and 2 x “Kodak” Team Transporter 
conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2144. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) accessory sets including Hasegawa Formula Driver Set; Racing Mechanic 
Set B; Fujimi Garage & Tools; plus others conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in Good (slightly faded) to Excellent boxes.  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

2145. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) to include Nostalgic Heroes Ford Capri 2000GT; Toyota Corolla Coupe 
1200SL; UT Models Opel Calibra; Italeri Classic Fire Truck plus others contents appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint 
(unchecked for correctness) in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (12) 

 £70 - £80 

2146. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) to include Esci Mercedes 450 SLC; Protar Ferrari 512S; Mitsuwa Matra 
Simca; Swift Model Ferrari F1 plus others conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in Fair to Good Plus boxes (13) 

 £60 - £70 

2147. Plastic kits a group to include (1/12 scale) Nitto Lancia Stratos “Safari”; Tamiya Ferrari F190; Yardley McLaren; 
Doyusha BMW 3.5 CSL and Lancia Stratos - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (contents not checked for 
correctness) in generally Poor to Good Plus boxes.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

2148. Italeri (1/24 scale) accessories to include 3 x 720 truck accessories for European and American trucks; 764 Truck Shop 
and 3854 Truck Accessories Set II conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes (most are still in factory wrap). (5) 

 £40 - £50 

2149. Italeri (1/24 scale) truck kits a group to include Scania R143; R144; MAN F90 Commander and Iveco 
Stralis - conditions appear to be generally Good to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in Fair to Excellent Plus boxes (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2150. Italeri (1/24 scale) plastic truck kits to include Mercedes Wrecker; Renault Magnum; Volvo; DAF 95 and XF105 
conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Poor to Excellent Plus 
boxes (some still factory sealed).  (5) 

 £60 - £70 

2151. Plastic and metal kits a group to include Esci (1/24 scale) Ford Transit Van; Bobkit Peugeot 205 Turbo; Heller Citroen 
Xsara; Italeri Classic Fire Truck; Bburago Lancia Delta plus others conditions vary from Good (some started) to Near Mint 
(contents unchecked for correctness) - in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes (some are still in factory wrap) - see photo (16) 

 £50 - £80 

2152. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) to include Monogram Scarab; Lotus Esprit Sport 300; Airfix Wild Breed; 
Revell Ford Escort Turbo Street Machine; Lancia Stratos; MPC California Sunshine plus others - conditions are generally Fair 
(some have been partially made) to Near Mint (contents not checked for correctness) - in generally Fair to Good Plus colourful 
lift off lid boxes - see photo (14) 

 £50 - £70 
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2153. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) to include Revell Ferrari 360; Academy Cobra; Italeri Jaguar XJ220; Imai 
Volkswagen Golf GTI Racing; Heller Alpine Renault; Fujimi Mercedes 300CE plus others conditions are generally Fair to Near 
Mint (some have been started or bodies painted only) - none are checked for correctness in generally Poor to Excellent boxes 
(57) 

 £70 - £80 

2154. Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/24 scale) to include Hasegawa BMW 315i “BTCC”; Jaguar XJS “TWR”; Fujimi Ford 
GT40; Revell Porsche Carrera; Lancia Stratos; Italeri Container Trailer; plus others conditions are generally Fair to Near Mint 
(some have been started or body shells painted only) in generally Fair to Excellent boxes - contents not checked for 
correctness - see photo (54) 

 £70 - £80 

2155. Tamiya a group of mainly (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Honda NSX “Castrol”; Volkswagen Golf; Toyota Soarer; 
Lotus Super 7; Benetton Ford plus others conditions are generally Fair to Near Mint (some have been started or body shells 
painted only) - contents not checked for correctness - in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (19) 

 £60 - £70 

2156. Tamiya a group of mainly (1/24 scale) plastic kits to include Subaru Impreza; Morris Mini Cooper Rally; Ford Escort 
Cosworth “Pilot”; Peugeot 205 Turbo Rally Car plus others conditions are Fair to Near Mint (some have been partially started or 
body shells painted only) in generally Fair to Excellent boxes - contents not checked for correctness - see photo (15) 

 £50 - £70 

2157. Display items which includes 4 x battery operated turntables conditions vary from Good to Near Mint (all untested) in 
generally Good to Good Plus boxes; AMT (Ertl) display case trailer (1/25 scale) group of 3 which appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
(contents not checked for correctness) in Excellent to Mint boxes (2 are still in factory wrap) and Academy 1510 (1/16 scale) 
display case - condition appears to be Mint in a Near Mint (factory wrapped) box.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2158. A quantity of plastic display cases including 2 x large, 7 x small (approx. 1/24 scale) medium size glass and wood plus 
some various wooden display plinths - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus - lot also includes Tamiya (1/25 scale) case 
which is generally Near Mint in a Good box (Quantity) 

 £20 - £30 

2159. Corgi/Vanguards group to include Corgi Classics 6102 Scammell “Southdown”; 98462 Yellow Coach “Greyhound 
Lines”; another but 98461 “Battle of Britain”; CC99109 “Coopers” Set with diorama and 5 x Vanguards to include Ford Anglia, 
Austin A40 plus others conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

2160. Large unboxed group to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y1 Ford Model T; Y11 Lagonda Coupe; Corgi 
Classics including original issues Ford Model T; Rolls Royce; plus more recent issue small scale vehicles by various 
manufacturers including Matchbox (China made) plus others conditions vary from Poor to Excellent Plus (large quantity) 

 £50 - £60 

2161. Unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors Tractor with Front Shovel; “Superman” Van; Tonka Bulldozer; Matchbox 
Range Rover; plus others includes smaller scale more recent issues (China) - conditions vary from Poor to Near Mint - all 
contained in 2 x trays - see photo. 

 £50 - £70 
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2162. Unboxed Fire related group to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Del Prado; Altaya; plus others - conditions are 
generally Good (do require slight attention and cleaning) to Near Mint - see photo (26) 

 £60 - £70 

2163. Unboxed group to include Siku Double Wheeled Caravan; Matchbox Kenworth Truck Unit; Hot Wheels Stock Car; 
Lledo Morris Type Z Delivery Van; plus others - all contained in 3 x trays conditions are generally Poor to Excellent Plus (some 
require little attention and cleaning) - see photo. 

 £60 - £80 

2164. Matchbox Regular Wheels 46B “Pickfords” Guy Removals Van green, black plastic wheels Fair including type D colour 
picture box; plus a quantity of unboxed Matchbox to include Super-Fast 55 Ford Cortina; 8 Rover 3500; 70 Dodge Dragster; 
King Size Guy Car Transporter; plus others conditions are Poor to Good (Quantity) 

 £40 - £50 

2165. Unboxed group to include Bburago (1/24 scale) Peugeot 205 Rally Car; AHD “Economy” Delivery Van; Solido Citroen 
DS; Saico Subaru Impreza; plus others - various scales conditions are generally Fair to Near Mint (many require some attention 
and cleaning) - contained in 2 x trays. 

 £50 - £70 

2166. A boxed group to include Corgi Classics Porsche 356; Vitesse Citroen 2CV; Vanguards Mini “Boy Racers”; Lledo “RF” 
3-piece set; Box Ferrari; Zylmex Honda Motorcycle plus others conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Poor to Near Mint boxes all contained in 3 x trays (approx. 50 plus) 

 £80 - £90 

2167. A pair of wooden constructed garages to include (1) Forecourt with Garage and Upper Level (Plastic Car Wash); and 
Garage with Opening Front and Rear Doors conditions are generally Fair.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2168. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y5 Bentley; Y6 Bugatti; Y8 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Sidecar; Y15 
Rolls Royce Silver Ghost plus others conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2169. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y1 Ford Model T; Y5 Bentley; Y6 Bugatti; Y16 Spiker plus others 
conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes - (7) 

 £70 - £80 

2170. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y6 Bugatti; Y10 Mercedes; Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost plus others 
conditions are generally Good (require slight attention & cleaning) to Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus carded 
picture boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2171. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear group to include Y2 London Bus (black metal wheels); Y3 Tram Car “News of the 
world”; Y7 Leyland Delivery Truck; Y12 Horse Drawn Bus; Y13 Santa Fe Locomotive and Y14 Connaught 
Locomotive - conditions appear to be generally Good to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2172. Dinky unboxed group to include Ford Transit “Kenwood”; another “Motorway Services”; Bedford Pullmore Car 
Transporter with Ramp; Double Decker Bus; Morris Commercial “Have A Capston”; Trojan “Beefy Oxo” Van plus others 
conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo (12) 

 £70 - £90 
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2173. Dinky unboxed group to include “Captain Scarlett” Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle; Rolls Royce Phantom; Ford Cortina Rally 
Car; Mini “Police” Car plus others conditions are generally Poor to Good (some could better if time spent cleaning).  (10) 

 £70 - £80 

2174. Dinky unboxed group to include Austin Healey Sprite; Triumph Spitfire; plus others including Triang Spot On Morris 
Mini Minor 1000 conditions are generally Fair to Good (some have been partially restored).   (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2175. Dinky unboxed group to include Austin Atlantic Convertible; Austin Healey Sportscar; Rover 75; Streamlined Coach; 3 
x Austin “Taxis” plus others conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus (some have been restored/repainted) - see photo (11) 

 £70 - £80 

2176. Corgi unboxed group to include Rover 2000 “Rallye Monte Carlo”; Lotus Elan S2; Volkswagen Saloon “East African 
Safari”; Aston Martin DB4 “Competition Model”; Sunbeam Imp “Police” plus others conditions are generally Poor to Fair 
(includes some repaints/restored) - see photo (12) 

 £70 - £80 

2177. Corgi unboxed group to include MGC GT; Lotus Elan Coupe; Austin “Motor School” Car; Hillman Hunter “London to 
Sydney Marathon Winner” plus others conditions are generally Poor to Good - some are restored/repainted - see photo (12) 

 £70 - £80 

2178. Corgi unboxed group to include Lotus Mark II; Austin A40; Ford Consul; Jaguar 3.4 Saloon; Riley “Police” Car plus 
others - includes many mechanical issues conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo (some have been 
restored/repainted).  (18) 

 £90 - £110 

2179. Corgi unboxed group to include Renault R16 “Paramount Tour De France”; Commer “Samuelson Film Service Limited” 
Camera Van two-tone; Volkswagen Breakdown Truck; Rover 2000 and Lotus Elan conditions are generally Good to Good 
Plus - see photo (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2180. Corgi unboxed group to include Bedford Type S Carrimore Car Transporter; Ecurie Ecosse Racing Car Transporter; 
Land Rover Breakdown Truck; Ford Thames Ice-cream Truck plus others conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo (11) 

 £60 - £70 

2181. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 682 Short Stirling; 681 Sunderland; 05004 
Handley Page Halifax; plus others - contents appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally 
Fair to Good Plus lift off lid boxes - see photo (8) 

 £70 - £80 

2182. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 587 Catalina; 483 Douglas Dakota; 489 Ford 
Tri-Motor plus others - Conditions appear to be Excellent to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly 
grubby) to Good Plus boxes (5). 

 £50 - £60 
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2183. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 257 Blenheim Bomber; 252 Dauntless; 282 
Walrus plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally 
Good (slightly grubby) to Good Plus lift off lid boxes - (9). 

 £60 - £70 

2184. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 137 Buffalo; 132 Hawker Demon; 89 Sopwith 
Camel plus others - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (not checked for correctness) in generally Good to 
Excellent sealed polythene bags with colour header cards - see photo (10). 

 £60 - £70 

2185. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 111 Defiant; 95 Tiger Moth; 119 Airacobra plus 
others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good to Excellent sealed 
polythene bags with colour header cards- (11). 

 £70 - £80 

2186. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) mainly aircraft related to include 272 Hurricane; 268 Meteor; 03021 Puma 
Helicopter; 03305 Control Tower plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (unchecked for correctness) 
in generally Fair to Excellent lift off lid boxes - see photo (14). 

 £70 - £80 

2187. Airfix Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include 02022 Douglas Dauntless; 02098 Mustang 51; 
04011 Handley Page Hampden; plus others (also include 1/144th scale) Boeing "British Airways" - conditions appear to be 
generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in Fair to Mint boxes (many of which are still factory sealed) - See photo 
(20) 

 £70 - £80 

2188. Airfix Plastic Kit (1/72nd scale) 583 Fokker Friendship "Aer Lingus" - condition appears to be generally Good Plus 
(unchecked for correctness) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box - becoming hard to find. 

 £20 - £30 

2189. Frog (Triang) Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) to include F353 Vickers Valiant; F354 Avro Vulcan; 323P 
Canberra PR7 plus others - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus to Mint (none are checked for correctness) in Fair to 
Good Plus boxes - (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2190. Frog Plastic Kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) to include F266 Lightning; F163 Vickers Vimy; F207 Whitley Bomber 
plus others - include some duplication - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes (some still factory sealed) - (8) 

 £60 - £70 

2191. Frog Plastic Kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) to include F174 Gloster Whittle; F389 Hawker Typhoon; F165 Bristol 
138/A; F166 Spirit of St Louis, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in 
generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent colourful boxes - See photo (10). 

 £70 - £80 

2192. Frog Plastic Kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) to include F390 Thunderbolt; F229 Bristol Beaufort; F240 Ventura; 
F208 Havoc/Boston; plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally 
Fair to Near Mint boxes (some are still factory wrapped) - see photo (12) 

 £60 - £70 
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2193. Frog Plastic Kits a group of (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include F244 Avenger; F231 Typhoon; F241 Maryland; 
F229 Bristol Beaufort; F428 Tomahawk plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes (some are still in factory wrap) - see photo (QTY) 

 £70 - £80 

2194. Novo Plastic Kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include F336 Airspeed Oxford Trainer; F152 
Hotspur Glider; F340 Miles Advanced Trainer; F339 Marlin Baltimore Medium Bomber; F163 Vickers Vimy, plus 
others- conditions appear to generally Near Mint to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes and polythene bags with header cards - see photo (QTY) 

 £60 - £70 

2195. Matchbox Plastic kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include PK-602 Lancaster Bomber; PK-601 
Supermarine Stranraer; PK-402 Wellington Bomber, plus others also includes (1/32nd scale) PK-501 Spitfire - conditions 
appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in generally Good (slightly grubby) to Excellent 
boxes (6). 

 £60 - £70 

2196. Matchbox Plastic Kits a group of mainly (1/72nd scale) Aircraft related to include PK-115 BE110; PK-116 Mosquito; 
PK-103 Beaufighter; PK-2 Spitfire; plus, others also include 2 x PK-75 Humber MK11 - conditions appear to be generally 
Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in generally Good to Near Mint boxes (some are still factory sealed) - see photo 
(QTY) 

 £70 - £90 

2197. Frog Plastic Kits a group of (1/96 scale) Aircraft related - this group of 3 RARE issues include Comet 4 Jet 
Transport/Trooper x 2 and Britannia "Royal Air Force" - contents appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Good Plus polythene bags with colour header cards (some do have some pen graffiti) - still bright 
examples of hard to find issue kits (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2198. Plastic Kits a group to include (1/72nd scale) Heller 345 Dragon Rapide; Frog F391 Kittyhawk; Revell De Havilland; 
Monogram (1/48th scale) Mitchell Bomber; Italeri (1/72nd scale) Hadrian, plus others - models include aircraft and 
boats - conditions appear to be Good Plus to Mint (contents not checked for correctness) in Fair to Good Plus boxes - still an 
interesting lot- see photo (20) 

 £70 - £80 

2199. Revell Plastic Kits a group to include (1/144th scale) 05741 Dornier; (1/32nd scale) 04703 Hawker Hunter; Bristol 
Beaufighter plus others - mainly all aircraft related - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for 
correctness) in generally Good to Excellent boxes (13) 

 £70 - £80 

2200. Heller Plastic Kits a group to include (1/100th scale) HMS Victory contents appear to be generally Excellent to Mint 
(unchecked for correctness) in a Fair to Good lift off lid box 80899 Le Soleil Royal and (1/150th scale) Preussen - both appear 
to be Mint in Near Mint (factory sealed) boxes (3). 

 £80 - £90 

2201. Transport Wings a group of vacuum formed plastic kits (1/72nd scale) to include McDonnell Douglas DC10; Handley 
Page Hastings; Airbus 310, plus others - conditions appear to be generally Excellent to Mint (unchecked for correctness) in 
generally Good to Excellent polythene bags with headers - see photo (7) 

 £120 - £140 
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2202. A Group of Mainly Aircraft Kits to include resin/plastic and vacuum formed issues by various manufacturers including 
Sanger (1/48th scale) Miles Master; Airspeed Oxford; Aeroclub (1/72nd scale) Vampire; Magna Models Miles M20; Contrail 
Armstrong Whitworth; Merlin Models, Martin Baker plus others - conditions are generally Excellent to Mint (none are checked 
for correctness) - in generally Good to Near Mint packaging- see photo (28) 

 £100 - £120 

2203. A Group of mainly Plastic Kits (some of which have been started ) to include Otaki Japanese Modern Steam 
Locomotive; Reko Vulcan Steam locomotive; S&M Models Vickers Viscount; Athearn Wagon, plus others - conditions appear to 
be generally Fair to Excellent (none are checked for correctness) in Fair to Good boxes - Lot also includes a large quantity of 
plastic kits mainly attached to sprues with loose packaging includes Frog, Novo, plus others - conditions are generally Good 
Plus to Mint in generally Fair polythene bags (none are checked for correctness) - see photo (large quantity). 

 £80 - £100 

2204. HobbyZone "Super Cub" Teach Yourself to Fly Radio Controlled Plane- overall condition appears to be generally 
Excellent (not checked for correctness) in a Fair carded box. 

 £30 - £40 

Tinplate & Model Trains 

2205. Ichiko (Japan) tinplate "Highway Patrol Cadillac" - scarce battery operated model circa 1960, 11"/28cm 
long - black/white with tinprinted interior detail, bright plated parts including wheel hubs, roof beacons, includes aerial and a 
clean battery compartment to the underside, very minor storage wear otherwise generally Excellent Plus and comes in a Good 
Plus card box with colourfully illustrated lid and some inner packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

2206. Mettoy (UK) tinplate "Esso Motor Oil" 6-wheeled clockwork Lorry - circa 1950, finished in red with tinprinted detail 
including balloon wheels, includes the cast metal delivery valve and hand wheel to rear, some nicks & scratches but overall a 
Good Plus bright example, 10"/26cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

2207. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - circa 1940's, finished in red, with 3 x seated firemen figures, elevating 
2-sectional ladder in beige, some very light wear and minor creasing to the lower section of the ladder - otherwise a Good Plus 
to Excellent example with clockwork motor in working order and integral key. 

 £100 - £150 

2208. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Tipping Lorry circa 1940's - orange cab with brick red roof, yellow tipping body, clockwork 
motor in working order with integral key, minor age wear particularly to right hand side of body - otherwise a Good Plus bright 
example, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2209. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Articulated Lorry - similar cab to the previous item, finished in orange with grey chassis and 
cream trim, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, fitted with 6 x grey balloon wheels, some wear particularly to 
edges but overall a Good to Good Plus example, 9"/23cm long. 

 £60 - £70 
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2210. Wells (UK) pre-war tinplate clockwork "Char-a-Banc" - scarce example of this British Single Decker Coach, known as a 
Char-a-Banc, produced by this British Company, finished in brown, with silver trim and tinprinting, includes very clear passenger 
detail and comes with tinplate balloon wheels, cream finish to the roof and running boards, clockwork motor in working order 
with integral key - Good Plus, 8.5"/21cm long. 

 £150 - £200 

2211. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) pre-war tinplate clockwork Tipper Lorry - light blue with orangey red detail and balloon 
wheels, tipping mechanism and clockwork motor in working order with integral key, some minor wear to the edges otherwise a 
Good Plus scarce example fitted with poseable front wheels, 10"/24cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2212. Strauss (USA) large tinplate "Interstate Bus" - scarce open topped Double Decker Bus by this American manufacturer, 
finished in dark green with yellow trim, balloon wheels, includes spiral staircase to rear, with uniformed driver, bench seats to 
upper deck and simulated floorboard detail, circa 1920's/30's period, some minor age related wear particularly to the wheels 
otherwise a Good Plus example which has survived very well, 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £400 - £600 

2213. Joustra (France) tinplate clockwork Trolleybus - circa 1950's, scarce example finished in the Paris Bus livery of 
green/cream, on route "Gare-Mairie", the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, as the vehicle is propelled 
forward it produces a ringing action. The model also has an opening central door on the right hand side, spring loaded 
trolleypoles and a uniformed driver, some age relate wear to the edges but overall a Good example, with a clean battery 
compartment to underside as the model is wired for electric lamps, 15"/38cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2214. Wells (UK) "Carter Patterson Express Carriers" larger scale tinplate clockwork Van - scarce item circa 1928, with 
registration number CP1928 to rear, includes uniformed driver, both opening rear doors with locking catch, finished in green 
with black roof, wings and trim, some minor wear here and there but the model does have a nice patina and is generally Good 
Plus, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £300 - £500 

2215. Wells (UK) large tinplate clockwork Racing Car - circa 1930's, finished in red with cream tinprinted detail and driver 
figure, racing number 4 to rear, some minor wear and lacks the securing tab to the top of the front grille but not obvious on 
display and is otherwise a Good Plus bright example with working clockwork motor and integral key, 10"/25cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

2216. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate clockwork 1930's Racing Car - impressive example, 12.5"/32cm long, finished in red with 
cream/black trim and detailed driver figure, racing number 7, fitted with Dunlop tinplate balloon wheels, some minor age related 
wear but otherwise overall a Good Plus bright example, 13"/32cm long. 

 £180 - £260 

2217. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) pre-war tinplate clockwork 1930's Racing Car - orange with black/white trim, tinplate 
balloon wheels, includes detailed driver figure still with steering wheel, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, some 
spidering effect to the paintwork with age but is not obvious on display and otherwise the model which is fitted with a racing 
number 2 is overall Good Plus bright example, 10"/26cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

2218. Martinan and Larnaude (France) tinplate clockwork Racing Car - scarce example circa 1928, catalogue No.510, 
finished in grey with orange trim, includes composition driver figure, racing number 63 in working order with integral key, some 
light age related wear but overall a Good Plus scarce example, 10"/26cm long. 

 £80 - £120 
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2219. Victory Models 1/18th scale battery-operated plastic Triumph TR2 - ivory body, red seats, ivory steering wheel, original 
twin aero windscreens. There is some discolouration around the wheelarches which is quite common with this model, but the 
steering wheel is broken otherwise the model is a Good bright example. The model comes complete with instruction leaflet, 
guarantee slip & return packing instruction paperwork in a Good to Good Plus stained/discoloured from storage lift off lid box 
with original retail price added in ink to top of lid. 

 £60 - £70 

2220. Triang 1/20th scale battery-operated plastic MGA - turquoise body, original windscreen, ivory interior, chrome wire 
wheel hubs. The clear plastic windscreen is detached but present and requires a repair as both securing lugs have snapped off 
but is included in a separate plastic bag. The interior would also benefit from cleaning - otherwise a Good Plus bright example 
which includes a Good Plus card box with colourful illustration to lid and inner card display stand. 

 £60 - £70 

2221. Tinplate and plastic Motorcycle and Vehicles - to include Wells (UK) tinplate friction drive Police Motorcycle - red with 
blue rider, 3.5"/9cm long. Also included is a CM Toys Hong Kong plastic Mercedes Touring Bus with removable roof - Excellent. 
Norev 1/43rd scale Cars include Simca Marly Ambulance - fluorescent red (lacks tailgate and impact damage to rear) and a 
Citroen Ami 6 4-door Saloon - yellow - Fair.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2222. Lucky Toys (Hong Kong) large scale Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car towing plastic Healey Sports Boat on 2-wheel 
Trailer - the sports car is red with black roof and grey interior (friction drive disconnected) and lacks its tow hook - the boat 
would benefit from further polishing (lacks windscreen and steering wheel) - otherwise Good to Good Plus, together both 
vehicles measure 13.5"/34cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2223. Japanese tinplate Ford Mustang - 1960's example, with none specified Japanese manufacturer, the Mustang is the 
Fastback version - finished in cream with red interior, bright plated parts, some minor dents to roof otherwise Excellent, appears 
to approx 1/32nd scale, 6.5"/17cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2224. Marx Toys or similar large pressed steel "Continental Express" Articulated Truck - the model has a similar pressing to 
the cab as the Marx Toys version but is unmarked and appears to have Gama style wheels, finished in green/yellow with an 
opening hatch to the rear of the trailer - Good, 20"/50cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2225. Chad Valley, Wells and other mostly British Toys - to include a Chad Valley remote control Car - red aluminium body 
with rubber bung and control tube, clockwork motor in working order and comes with correct male key, 7.5"/19cm long, comes 
in a Fair card box which has some strengthening and a replacement label. Also included is a Triang Penguin clockwork, no key 
but with a motor in working order, together with propeller and rudder and a Wells Brimtoy large scale tinplate clockwork Double 
Decker Bus - (faded) red livery with tinprinted passenger detail, clockwork motor in working order with integral key, 7"/17cm 
long - Fair. Also in this lot is a Yone (Japan) tinplate clockwork sparking locomotive - Excellent in a Fair box.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2226. Schuco pair of tinplate clockwork Racing Cars from the Oldtimer recent issue production (1) Studio Mercedes Racing 
Car - powder blue with racing number 3 and (2) 1070 Grand Prix Racer - red with racing number 3 - both comes with stands, 
some tools which are unchecked for completeness, one key between them but the motors are in working order and the models 
are generally Near Mint to Mint for display and come in Excellent illustrated boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2227. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate clockwork Biplane - scarce 1940's example finished in 3-colour camouflage, large propeller, 
clockwork motor with integral in working order which propels aircraft forward and makes the propeller revolve. The aircraft is 
also fitted with a machine gun which originally had a sparking action and the battery compartment with light bulb 
(untested) - otherwise a Fair to Good unusual example which would benefit from further cleaning, 16.5"/42cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2228. Triang Junior Diesel Series Ice-Cream Van - large press steel Lorry in white/blue, has both opening rear doors and 
locking catch, some nicks & scratches through age but the windup musical chime movement is in working order - Good, 
15"/37cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2229. Triang Junior Diesel Series pressed steel Circus Lorry and Trailer - circa 1960 - both vehicles have white chassis and 
blue cage bodies, each has opening rear doors and locking bars to the rear of the cage, the cab is white with large chrome 
plated grille, some nicks & scratches but does include the towing hook and together both vehicles are 26"/66cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2230. Schuco (Germany) Examico 4001 tinplate clockwork Car - circa 1950's production finished in orange with dark grey 
seating, no key but the motor is in working order with brake, some small dents to the bodywork and lacks its windscreen 
otherwise still a Fair to Good example. 

 £30 - £40 

2231. Marx Toys (USA) "Dipsey" novelty tinplate and plastic clockwork Car - red plastic Jeep body with tinplate balloon 
wheels, clockwork motor in working order with integral key produces erratic steering action and the driver head revolves, lacks 
part of the bull horns to the bonnet otherwise Fair, 6"/15cm long. Also included is a Kanto (Japan) "Mechanical Champion" 
clockwork Racing Car with driver - working order with bell sound - Excellent in a Fair illustrated box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2232. A group of Japanese, British and German toys - to include a Taiyo (Japan) "Mach 1 Mustang" battery operated Muscle 
Car - red with tinprinted interior detail (lacks one rear hub cap on right hand side), 10"/26cm long. Also included is a Chad 
Valley (UK) 1956 tinplate clockwork O Gauge "Southern" Locomotive and Tender, Hornby O Gauge Cement Wagon and a 
clockwork large scale Triang Minic Armoured Car - generally Good. Also in this lot is a ROL Mechanical Child's Sewing 
Machine in black with ornately decorated body and securing clamp - Good Plus in a Fair illustrated box.  (5) 

 £50 - £70 

2233. A group of British made Children's Cash Registers and Sewing Machines - to include 2 x Codeg Mechanical Cash 
Registers with working push button operation, some coins and children's play money to interior - 3 vintage copper coins are 
included a 1916 penny and a 1900 penny with Queen Victoria's head together with a 1943 farthing. One of the cash registers 
has been repainted but is marked "St Michael" for sale in Marks & Spencer Stores - otherwise Fair. Children's early Sewing 
Machines include a Little Betty - red and a larger Grain - both are hand operated - Good.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2234. FROG (Triang UK) "Morris Mini Cooper" plastic model from Triang's Quick Fit Car series - blue body with bright plated 
parts, lacks a wing mirror and gearing to the back axle but does include the electric motor, applied decals include GB sign and L 
plates front and rear - otherwise Excellent, 6"/16cm long and comes in a Good colourfully illustrated "garage style" box, 
originally intended for the 1960's purchaser to convert into a garage. 

 £60 - £80 

2235. Schuco Studio tinplate clockwork 1936 Mercedes Grand Prix Racing Car - bright plated finished with racing number 6, 
comes with stand and a number of (unchecked) accessories, plus instruction sheet, and a Good illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 
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2236. Schuco 3000 Volkswagen Beetle in "Polizei" Police livery - diecast clockwork model is green with white wings, is in 
working and comes with a number of unchecked accessories including key, control wire, steering wheel, bollards and 
paperwork - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a Fair to Good card box with illustrated sleeve. 

 £40 - £50 

2237. Bandai (Japan) battery-operated "Police Auto Cycle" - tinplate remote controlled Honda Police Motorcycle is white, with 
wear to some of the bare metal fittings, includes blue plastic uniformed Policeman figure, remote control cable attached, clean 
battery compartment, would benefit from further polishing otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent, 12"/31cm long and 
comes in a Fair illustrated box with Bandai leaflet showing Contemporary Range. 

 £50 - £70 

2238. ELGI (Elettronica-Giocattoli of Italy) - (1/10th scale) Ferrari P4 - large scale plastic radio controlled model dating from 
around 1966, red plastic body, electric motor to interior, clean battery compartment to underside, 4 x racing number 23 decals 
(one worn away), includes windscreen wiper accessory and removable "knock off" hub caps.  Also included is the 
"Trasmettitore" radio transmitter with detachable metal aerial, company certificate and 4-sided instruction sheet (in Italian).  
This model car is claimed by enthusiasts to be one of the first radio controlled model cars, untested but otherwise a Good Plus 
scarce example, 16.5"/42cm long, and is the first such example Vectis have had.  All is contained in a Fair (worn) illustrated 
cardboard box. 

 £80 - £100 

2239. Triang "Battle Game" - scarce war gaming toy from the 1960's, with large plastic diorama to interior featuring various 
streets and scenery, guns at either end, various OO/HO Soldier figures with trees and other obstacles, spring loaded triggers to 
underside, unchecked for completeness but appears generally Good, all is contained in a Fair card box with a Poor to Fair 
(torn) colourfully illustrated lid and an instruction sheet. 

 £30 - £40 

2240. Airfix (UK) large plastic Machine Gun - scarce 1960's toy, finished in black, with removable magazine which contains a 
number of bullets which fire from the spring loaded trigger - Good Plus, 22"/56cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

2241. Britains (UK) "Bandetta" plastic Pistol - made to work in conjunction with elastic bands, finished in blue with yellow 
handle and trigger - unchecked for completeness but appears Good Plus for display, 8"/21cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2242. Victory Industries Vosper RAF Tender - black hull with grey deck and superstructure, white roofs, some brass deck 
fittings, 2 x rudders and propellers to rear, unchecked for completeness but does come with a bag of separately applied deck 
fittings and Victory Industries paperwork, made to be battery-operated, circa 1950's, 16"/42cm long, would benefit from further 
cleaning otherwise overall Good and comes in a Poor to Fair card box with damaged lid. 

 £30 - £40 

2243. Triang (Topper Toys UK) "Johnny Seven One Man Army" 1960's large scale Gun on Tripod - reputed to be "Seven 
Guns In One", finished in green/black, unchecked for completeness but does include a grenade, grenade launcher, pistol with 5 
x plastic bullets, red plastic anti-tank rocket, would benefit from further cleaning but overall a Good scarce example, 36"/92cm 
long and comes in the Poor to Fair remains of an illustrated box, circa 1960's. 

 £300 - £400 

2244. Triang pressed steel Child's Tricycle - similar to the contemporary 1950's Mobo one, finished in red with white artillery 
style wheels, the rear wheels having hub caps, blue seat and plastic handlebar grips, some age related wear but still includes 
the rubber pedals and chain - Good, 30.5"/78cm long. 

 £20 - £30 
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2245. Ha Ha Toys (Schylling China) "Mechanical Planet Robot" - tinplate clockwork robot of recent limited edition production, 
finished in red with black feet and hands, bright plated parts, working order with sparking action to chest and comes with a 
key - Near Mint to Mint, 9"/24cm tall and comes in a Fair to Good card box with splits to two corners of the illustrated lid but 
does include the inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2246. Mettoy, Triang and other tinplate and plastic vehicles - to include a Mettoy AA Road Service friction drive tinplate and 
plastic Jeep - yellow, lacks a windscreen but does include the aerial, together with Triang Minic post-war Steam Roller with 
key - green and a repainted Tractor Unit.  Also in this lot is an Ingap (Italy) tinplate 2-wheeled Cannon in 3-colour 
camouflage - Fair. (4) 

 £30 - £50 

2247. Pocher (Italy) 1/8th scale for a Rolls Royce Phantom II Torpedo Cabriolet - the kit has been started and includes a 
rolling chassis with mudguards, body and engine parts and radiator grille partly assembled.  Also included is a large cardboard 
box containing a large quantity of components which are unchecked for completeness but overall appears to be a Good project 
for the model maker, the started model is 26.5"/67cm long.  Also included is a Hitec Laser 6 Radio Control Unit. 

 £150 - £200 

2248. Schuco (Germany) FEX1111 tinplate clockwork Car - marked "Made in US Zone of Germany", finished in orange, with 
red wheels, the mechanism is present but the spring appears over wound otherwise Good Plus for display. 

 £30 - £40 

2249. Schuco 4001 Examico tinplate clockwork Car - maroon, marked "Made in US Zone of Germany", circa 1940's, fitted 
with red interior seat, lacks the clear plastic windscreen but does include a working clockwork motor with brake and gear stick, 
steerable front wheels - otherwise Good Plus for display. 

 £30 - £50 

2250. Distler (Germany) tinplate "Electro Matic" 7500 Porsche Sports Car - of tinplate construction, finished in shocking pink 
with grey interior, detailed wheels, with bright plated parts, designed to work on battery operation and comes with a clean 
battery compartment, some minor marks here and there but otherwise a Good Plus to Excellent example for display, 10"/25cm 
long.  Also included is what appears to be a mechanical steering control cable with perished rubber component at one end 
which is otherwise Fair.  All is contained in a colourfully illustrated box which is complete but has a significant tear to the lid. 

 £150 - £200 

2251. Wells Brimtoy large "Transworld Coaches" friction drive Coach - scarce livery on this model in yellow/blue with 
tinprinted passenger detail, black plastic wheels, friction drive in working order, some nicks and scratches here and there but 
overall a Good Plus example for display, 7"/18cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2252. Triang Minic 3134 clockwork Jaguar XK120 Sports Car - scarce 1950's clockwork plastic model, with metal fittings, cast 
metal hubs, no key, the motor is present but the spring is broken but does include the opening rear boot with locking catch and 
grey plastic hood - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display and comes in a Fair "Push and Go" box. 

 £50 - £70 

2253. Minister (Delhi) a group of tinplate Deluxe "Mechanical and Automatic" American 2-door Cars - ex-shop stock 
examples come in cream, metallic gold and metallic red - all have bright plated parts although some have faded with age, 
ex-shop stock examples, each model is 10"/25cm long and come in Good illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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2254. Minister (Delhi) tinplate Minister Deluxe "Mechanical and Automatic" 2-door American Cars - ex-shop stock examples, 
finished in black, off white and red versions - all have friction drive and bright plated parts although some tarnishing to some of 
the plating through age - otherwise generally Excellent and come in Fair to Good illustrated boxes, each model is 10"/25cm 
long.  Also included is an unboxed shocking pink example which is Good Plus to Excellent. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2255. Anker (Germany) 1/25th scale Skoda V1000 Minibus in Fire Service red livery with grey roof rack and blue beacon, 
plastic body with friction drive, circa 1970's - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good illustrated box, 7"/17cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2256. Lego a group of HO Scale Cars - to include Volkswagen Beetle in greyish-blue, sage green and brown, Opel Rekord in 
red and dark blue, Mercedes 220 S in red and grey, Mercedes 190 SL, Ford Taunus - white - Good Plus to Excellent. (9) 

 £80 - £100 

2257. Lego HO Scale Bedford Trucks - to include a Breakdown Lorry (lacks jib) and a Fire Engine (lacks ladders) - otherwise 
Fair.  Also included are an Esso Delivery Lorry with tailboard and a Lego Transport Van - Good Plus.  Also included is a Fiat 
1800 Saloon with broken front bumper - otherwise Fair to Good. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

2258. Lego a group of HO Scale Bedford and Mercedes Lorries - to include 2 x Transport Trucks in red/white and beige, a 
Lego Transport Van, a Breakdown Lorry and a Fire Engine with Turntable Ladder - Good Plus to Excellent. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

2259. A large tinplate Racing Car and other models - to include an Indian made pressed steel model of a Vanwall Racing Car 
or similar - British racing green with No.6, 11"28cm long, together with a Marks & Spencers tinplate Sports Car shaped biscuit 
tin, a Paya (Spain) tinplate clockwork Aircraft and Single Decker Tram, together with a San Francisco 8-wheeled friction drive 
Tram - Good Plus to Excellent.  (45) 

 £20 - £30 

2260. Triang (UK) "Pretoria Castle" 1950's plastic clockwork Passenger Boat - grey/white, may lack some of the deck fittings 
but does have its propeller, may lack some of the deck fittings but does have its propeller and rudder, no key but the motor is in 
working order (needs a little lubrication) - otherwise Good, 21"/54cm long. Also included is a large pressed steel Indian made 
Steam Locomotive No.18201 - green/black with a 4-6-0 wheel arrangement - Excellent.  (2) 

 £320 - £30 

2261. A pair of tinplate clockwork Record Cars (1) Schylling Blue Bird Landspeed Record Car - two-tone blue with tinprinted 
detail and driver figure, clockwork motor with integral key in working order, (2) Fantastic and Company Sunbeam Record 
Racer - red, comes with driver figure - both have been on display but are otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and come in 
Fair to Good card boxes - each car is 11"/27cm long.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2262. Glamorgan Tinplate Products (UK) "Tinplate Automatic Garage" with 2 x green and blue Cars - the tinprinted garage 
features a spring loaded push button operated up and over door, some marks to roof otherwise Good to Good Plus, these toys 
were sold in Woolworths in the 1950's. Also included is a more recent CKO Kellermann (Germany) No.425 Volkswagen Beetle 
Sedan in Deutsche Bundespost German Post Office yellow livery with red interior - Near Mint.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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2263. Paya (Spain) a group of tinplate vintage Cars and Racers - to include a Taxi with uniformed driver (some scuffs to 
roof), 2 x Bugatti Racing Cars - blue with racer and spoked wheels, plus 7.5"/19cm Racing Car in red with racing number 2 and 
driver figure - all are clockwork and come with keys and are otherwise Good Plus to Near Mint in Good illustrated boxes.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2264. Chad Valley (UK) 1950's "Pat-a-Cake Bakers Man" Pullalong Nursery Toy Novelty - scarce example from the 1950's, of 
wooden construction with printed paper baker figure, fitted with 4 x wheels, as the vehicle is pulled along the bakers man 
repeatedly strikes the bell - finished in blue/yellow, some wear to the paper covering on his left arm but the bell is in working 
order and the toy is otherwise Good, 13"/33cm long. There is a Chad Valley logo to the rear stating "By Appointment to her 
Majesty the Queen". 

 £20 - £30 

2265. Wells (UK) No.9/16 "Novelty Mechanical Fairy Queen" - moulded in plastic - white, with speckly wings and wand, 
comes with a key and the motor is in working order producing a realistic dancing motion, some age related marks to her dress 
but otherwise a Good Plus example from the 1950's which has survived very well and comes in a Good colourfully illustrated 
box with key still in paper bag and some internal packaging, 5"/12cm high. Also included is a Selcol (UK) "Melody Maker 
Basket" - unusual Christmas item comprising a printed cardboard basket with 4 x Christmas Crackers to interior and working 
musical movement when handle is wound, includes 4 x Christmas crackers with clown detail and folding plastic handle - Good.  
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

2266. Tinplate clockwork "Space Station" Novelty - of limited edition recent production, detailed tinprinting to base and 
station, includes a tinprinted astronaut figure with camera, clockwork motor is in working order with key, when wound the station 
revolves and the astronaut moves his camera up and down, 6"/16cm high. Also included is an Eastern European tinplate 
clockwork Bird in working order with key - Good Plus to Excellent in Fair to Good boxes.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2267. Triang (UK) pair of "W" Wooden Forts from the 1950's - ex-shop stock items, each contains wooden parts to build a 
Fort for Toy Soldiers, finished in grey with some detail, each set has an operating press steel drawbridge and the outer wooden 
box is also the base of the fort, comes with a separate ramp - unchecked for completeness but both sets appear Excellent, 
there is a instruction sheet and each comes in Good cardboard boxes with colourful illustration.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2268. Huki, Technofix and other assorted tinplate Cars and Motorcycles - to include 4 x Japanese 14cm Racing Cars, Yone 
(Japan) clockwork Racing Motorcycle together with a smaller friction drive version and a larger Chinese example, plus a 
Horikawa battery operated Volkswagen Beetle Police Car and 2 smaller Cars. German Products include 6 x clockwork Huki 
open topped Cars and Racing Cars, clockwork operation with brake and 2 x silver Racing Cars marked "Made in US Zone of 
Germany". Technofix style clockwork vehicles include a Locomotive, Railcar and Trailer, open sided Railcar and a Touring Bus. 
Also included is a Shudo (Japan) miniature Space Gun - generally Fair to Good.  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

2269. Zappies (China) large plastic Lifeboat - impressive battery operated model of a modern lifeboat in red/blue/orange, 
unchecked for completeness but appears to have well detailed deck accessories and twin propellers to rear, fitted for battery 
operated remote control and comes with a 2.4G control unit. May have been issued by the RNLI shop, untested but Excellent 
for display, 25"/64cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2270. Large British Airways Concorde Travel Agents display model - scarce resin model, originally displayed in a travel 
agents window in the 1960's, finished in white with British Airways insignia, some peeling of the paintwork to the left hand wing 
and lacks its original stand but otherwise a Fair to Good impressive example of this iconic aircraft, 33.5"/85cm long. 

 £60 - £80 
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2271. FROG (UK) "The Raider" Low-Wing Monoplane - scarce post-war model aircraft comprising printed card and wooden 
components to build a model of an RAF Bomber, unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Excellent and include a 
KO Flying Club letter and instructions sheet for the kit. All is contained in a Fair to Good illustrated card box with inner card 
divisions. 

 £40 - £50 

2272. FROG (Lines Bros UK) Monoplane "Dive Bomber" - very scarce printed card kit to build a model of this bomber aircraft, 
finished in 2-colour camouflage, unchecked for completeness but includes plastic propeller, undercarriage and clear plastic 
cockpit with pilot detail, together with the original oil bottle (wrapped in 1944 newspaper) and a comprehensive instruction 
sheet - Excellent in a Good card box with illustrated lid and inner card divisions. 

 £80 - £100 

2273. Gamages (Holborn London) "By-pass Traffic" tinplate clockwork Roadway Set - believed to have been produced by 
Marx Toys and sold in Gamages London Shop, comprising 2 x blue and red clockwork Cars (racing numbers painted on) 
together with a German Auto Union Racer, double sections of tinplate curved and straight track, together with a bridge section, 
unchecked for completeness and the cars would benefit from lubrication - otherwise Fair. All is contained in a Poor to Fair card 
box but does have a colourful illustration to lid and the "Gamages" label. 

 £40 - £60 

2274. Technofix (Germany) a pair of 1960's clockwork Novelty Layouts (1) Gigant Construction Site - formed from moulded 
plastic with tinplate clockwork fittings and (2) battery-operated Big Dipper - tinplate Elevated Roadway - both lack vehicles but 
otherwise Good for display and come in Poor to Fair illustrated boxes.  Also included is a German tinplate clockwork Aircraft 
circa 1940's - Good, 5.5"/14cm wing span. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2275. Duracell (China) large "Space Scooter Bunny" - impressive blue plastic scooter with pink fur bunny dressed in space 
suit, untested but appears Excellent for display and comes in a Good illustrated box, 13.5"/34cm long. 

 £10 - £15 

2276. Schuco (Germany) tinplate clockwork "Queen II" tinplate clockwork 2-funnelled Liner - two-tone powder blue/white with 
brown deck, includes both masts, 3 x flags, Schuco key, rudder and propeller and is in working order - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint, 13"/33cm long and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

2277. A group of Toy Reference Books - to include 20th Century Toys by James Opie, Richard O'Brien's "The Story of 
American Toys" with 252-pages, "Toy Autos" 1890 to 1939 - 166 colour pages and Gordon Gardiner's "Price Guide to Metal 
Toys" - Good to Excellent.  (5) 

 £30 - £50 

2278. A group of Toys Reference Books to include Jeffrey Levitt's "The World of Antique Toys", "Early Tinplate Model 
Railways" with 180 colour pages, together with Holiday Toy Trimmings and Toys for the Christmas List produced by Bertoia 
Auctions - Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2279. Large wooden/tinplate 4-wheeled Trailer - red/yellow wooden body with drop sides, marked "Steiff", fitted with plastic 
wheel hubs and rubber tyres. Also included is a Triang Minic larger scale tinplate/plastic Bulldozer, lacks one of the tracks but 
does include the driver figure - Fair.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 
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2280. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork Routemaster Bus in red London Transport livery, of recent limited edition production, 
unboxed model which would benefit from further polishing is generally Excellent in working order and comes with correct Mettoy 
key, 9.5"/24cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2281. Tinplate Live Steam "African Queen" Boat of recent limited edition production by Tucher & Walther of Germany, with 
simplistic hot air boiler system and burner, includes pilot figure and rudder, 15"/38cm long. Also included is an RNLI radio 
controlled battery operated plastic lifeboat which would benefit from further cleaning but does include the control unit, 19"/48cm 
long - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2282. Schylling, Paya and other limited edition tinplate vehicles and aircraft of recent limited edition production - to include a 
Schylling tinplate DC-3 twin engined Overseas Airliner, Paya single engined Aircraft - brown, together with 2 x Chinese made 
MS Toys No.454 Curtiss clockwork Biplanes in both green and yellow, together with a Bulldozer with Caterpillar tracks and 
driver, wind-up Gas-Oil Tanker and a Overland Express Steam Locomotive - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
packaging.  (7) 

 £50 - £70 

2283. Large pressed steel 1950's Racing Car - impressive model of recent limited edition production, finished in red with 
racing number 1 - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in a Good plain cardboard box with inner packaging, 13"/33cm long. 
Also included is a Hornby O Gauge central tinplate platform with station building and retro fitted with lighting - Fair.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2284. "Toy Autos 1890 to 1939" by Peter Ottenheimer Reference Book - 168-pages in colour (some marks to the front and 
rear cover. Others include British tin toys by Margaret Fowdry and a reproduction 1906 Bing Toy Catalogue - 450-pages 
approx - Fair to Good sources of reference for the toy collector.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2285. Group of Toy Reference Books - to include The New Book of Buddy L, Tin Dream Machines by Gerald Walter, 
Christie's World of Automotive Toys, French Toy Encyclopaedia and others - Good to Good Plus.  (7) 

 £30 - £50 

2286. Triang and other plastic wooden and metal Animal figures - to include Triang plastic animal figures for the pressed 
steel Circus Van and Noah's Ark, comprising Elephant, Rhino, Hippo and Lion, all are fitted with wheels. Also included are a 
larger scale German tinplate horse but with saddle. Carved wooden animals include Elephants, Hippo, Rhino and Lion - Fair to 
Good.  (11) 

 £20 - £30 

2287. A pair of Hong Kong plastic Cars - (1) Laurie Toys Tricky Action Dodgem Car - red with No.6 and driver figure, battery 
operated and (2) Hong Kong plastic friction drive "New London Taxi" - Excellent to Excellent Plus and come in Good illustrated 
boxes.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2288. Fifties (Japan) pair of 1/18th scale tinplate friction drive American Cars (1) 1956 Ford Thunderbird Hard 
Top - red/white, (2) 1953 Chevrolet Corvette Hard Top - red - Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex-shop stock example which come in 
Excellent illustrated boxes with inner packaging and certificates.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 
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2289. Huntley & Palmers and other tinplate confectionary containers - to include early 20th Century Huntley & Palmers 
Biscuit Tin shaped as a vase with colourful tinprinting and embossed removable lid with hinged handle, 5"/13cm high. Other 
sweet containers include "L'Opera of Paris", Wood Green Charter Day 1933 and a souvenir from Cleethorpes together with a 
Santa Express Train and an Eastern European Dog Kennel Savings Bank - Fair to Good.  (6) 

 £20 - £30 

2290. Wells Brimtoy Triang and Victory Toys - to include Wells Brimtoy Bedford Ice-Cream Van, British Railways Van, 
Overhead Tower Wagon, Ambulance and 2 x Minic Push & Go Tanker and Timber Lorries. Also included is a Victory Industries 
tinplate clockwork Speedboat - blue - Fair. Also included are a couple of Poor spare parts including a Mettoy friction drive 
chassis and a Triang Minic clockwork Car. (9) 

 £20 - £30 

2291. Tomy Daleks, Tonka, FROG and other assorted toys - to include a pair of Tomy Hong Kong plastic battery operated 
Daleks (1) one in red with black trim, the other silver with blue trim (lacks fittings) - otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example 
standing 7"/17cm high. Also in this lot are Tonka Earth Scraper, Bulldozer and Ship together with a tinplate 2-funnelled Ship on 
a stand, Japanese clockwork celluloid acrobat, FROG or similar large scale plastic Fighter Plane with Glow plus motor and 
other items including a pair of Invicta (UK) Roller Skates and a "Closed" clamp for the ceiling of out of use post office pillar 
boxes - some items are suitable for restoration or spares otherwise Fair.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2292. Quantity of mainly wooden Boats of assorted sizes - to include an unfinished wooden hull, 36"/92cm Pond Yacht with 
cloth sails. Well made boats mounted on wooden stands comprise the "Fragata" Sailing Ship with sails, rigging etc and a Tug 
Boat Sanson, together with various smaller plastic and wooden vessels including a Canal Barge and a Power Cruiser - Fair.  
(qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

2293. Schuco (Germany) "Grand Prix Racer" - scarce kit of recent limited edition production featuring red tinplate clockwork 
Racing Car with tools, wheels and other components for assembly, also included is the instruction leaflet - Near Mint to Mint in 
a Good card box with illustrated sleeve and some inner packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2294. Schuco Studio tinplate clockwork Racing Car - model of a Mercedes Grand Prix 1936, finished in red, includes stand, 
tools and key - Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus illustrated box.  Also included is a Kovap retro tinplate 1924 Van, modelled as 
a Hearse, finished in black with clear plastic side windows and coffin to interior - Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus box. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2295. MS Toys (China) 358 "Playing Ping Pong" clockwork novelty - detailed tinprinting with 2 x articulated table tennis 
players, comes with a key, and the toy is in Excellent working order, 9"/23cm long and comes in an Excellent illustrated box with 
inner packaging. 

 £20 - £30 

2296. Large and small model Truck Kits (1) Italeri (Italy) DAF 95 Master Truck 6-wheeled Tractor Unit in 1/24th scale, 
un-started, unchecked for completeness but includes unapplied decal sheet and instructions; (2) Eames (UK) 4mm to the foot 
scale model of a 1934 Albion 2-ton Motor Lorry which can be built either as a Van or a Flatbed Lorry, unchecked for 
completeness but the contents appear Excellent and come in a Good card box with illustrated lid and instruction leaflet. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2297. Sutcliffe Pressings (UK) "Nautilus the Submarine from Walt Disney's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea" - turquoise, some 
wear to the name transfer but does include the rubber bung, rudder and propeller, comes with a key but the spring requires 
repair otherwise Good Plus for display and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 
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2298. Resin model of a BRM Formula 1 Racing Car circa 1950's/60's period - finished in British racing green, kitbuilt with 
resin body, includes red cockpit interior, white metal suspension parts, racing number 4 transfers applied, one front wheel and 
the windscreen require re-attachment otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example, 6"/155mm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2299. Metal/Resin made up model of a Lotus Seven Sports Car - substantially kitbuilt using nickel silver or similar with resin 
mudguards and other fittings, includes all four wheels including spare wheel, but the front wheel is detached but present and 
requires re-attaching as does the clear plastic windscreen - otherwise Fair to Good, the model is 5.5"/139mm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2300. Paya and other Chinese tinplate Vehicles and Novelties of recent limited edition production - to include 2 x 6.5"/17cm 
Taxi Cabs and Motorcycle and Sidecar.  Clockwork novelties comprise Slugger Champions and Ping Pong Table with 2 x 
players - all the colours appear to have uniformly faded but all are in Good working order with a selection of keys. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2301. Leonardo Sail Boats a pair of ex-shop stock display Model Yachts - ex-shop models with packaging removed for the 
photograph, highly detailed, one finished in blue/white, the other red/blue, brass effect deck fittings, both yachts include their 
sails, masts and instruction sheet (in the box) and each is mounted on a wooden plinth, 26"/66cm long - Near Mint to Mint in 
Excellent illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2302. Richter "Art Model Building Blocks" a pair of sets (1) "ROM112" Steinbaukasten containing stone coloured and brown 
stone blocks with 16-page instruction book and (2) smaller scale stone blocks with windows and doors etc detail, together with 
a (worn) group of suggested illustrations - Fair to Good including substantial wooden boxes with sliding lids. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2303. Richter Anker Steinbaukasten Building Blocks sets (1) set 408 - larger scale set with 2 x inner wooden trays containing 
grey stone blocks of varying shapes and sizes on two levels within the box, together with photocopied leaflets and (2) smaller 
set 404 - contains grey stone blocks of varying shapes to build a "Fortress" - unchecked for completeness but contents appear 
Good, the larger set comes in a wooden box with sliding lid, the smaller set in a card box with some leaflets. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2304. Richter or similar "Schiffs" wooden Warship Building Set - model ship formed from a variety of shaped wooden building 
blocks, comes with masts, guns, lifeboats, coloured paper flags, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in a 
Fair wooden box with torn illustration to lid. 

 £20 - £30 

2305. Anchor "Richter's Anker Wooden Building Bricks" Tablet Laying Set - lot comprises 3 x sets of coloured stone pieces to 
produce various patterns and mosaics, a couple of instruction books are included, unchecked for completeness but contents 
generally appear Good and come in Good wooden boxes with sliding lids, circa the end of the 19th century. (3 sets) 

 £30 - £40 

2306. Anker Bruckencasten Bridge Building Sets No.8 and No.11A - each set contains various colours and shapes of stone 
block with some metal fittings, set 8 has a reproduction instruction book - Fair including substantial wooden boxes with sliding 
lids. (2 sets) 

 £20 - £30 
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2307. Anker a group of Bridge Building Sets - to include Set 5A, Set 6 and Set 8 - each set contains coloured shaped stone 
blocks with some metal bridge parts, together with various leaflets and paperwork - unchecked for completeness otherwise Fair 
in wooden boxes with sliding lids. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

2308. Anker a pair of small stone Building Blocks (1) Bankaften and (2) Steenbouwdoos - unchecked for completeness but 
one set has some paperwork, the other has a loose lid otherwise Good. (2 sets) 

 £20 - £30 

2309. Anker Steinbaukasten boxes of stone building blocks, boxes of stone Anchor Building Blocks - each set contains 
various coloured stone blocks in a variety of shapes, the larger set having 2 x trays on 2 levels, unchecked for completeness 
but appear Good in Fair wooden boxes with sliding lids, some paperwork is included.  (2 sets) 

 £20 - £30 

2310. Anker Baukafeten a pair of stone building sets from the late 19th Century (1) Set 8A "Richters Anker Box" and (2) 16A 
Steinbaukasten with 2 x instruction books and other paperwork, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in Fair 
wooden boxes with sliding lids.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2311. Anker "Anchor Box" stone building block set AF14 - contains varying colours and shapes of building blocks on 2 levels 
within the box, unchecked for completeness but appears Good Plus in a Fair to Good wooden box with sliding lid. 

 £20 - £30 

2312. Anker Steinbaukasten Building Set No.113 - contains various blocks in stone colour and brown, the runner on the side 
of the box has split otherwise a Fair to Good set which is unchecked for completeness but does have a 16-page instruction 
book and a colourful illustration to the sliding lid. 

 £20 - £30 

2313. Anker "Anchor Stone Building Box" circa late 19thh Century - comprises Set 18 with various shapes and colours of 
stone block, set on 3 x levels within the box, unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good to Good Plus and come in 
a Fair substantial wooden box with handles at each end but with a damaged runner on one side of the lid. 

 £30 - £40 

2314. Anker Stone Blocks Set 116 - contains blocks in various shapes and colours on 2 levels within the box, comes with a 
quantity of paperwork and instruction books for Sets 116 and 114, unchecked for completeness but appears Good Plus in a 
Good card box with colourful illustration to the sliding wooden lid. 

 £20 - £30 

2315. Richter's Anker Stone Block Sets - to include smaller set 5 bridge building set with instruction book for Set No.7, tablet 
laying set No.1A with instruction book for Set 2 and larger Set 11A AF with various shapes and coloured stone 
blocks - unchecked for completeness but generally Good in Fair to Good wooden boxes with sliding lids.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

2316. Anker "Festungen" Set No.410 - scarce larger set with assorted grey coloured stone in various shades, comes in a 
stout wooden box with reproduction label to the sliding lid, the blocks are arranged on 4 x levels, unchecked for completeness 
but appear Good Plus in a Fair to Good wooden box with metal reinforced corners. 

 £30 - £50 
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2317. Anker Steinbaukasten stone block construction set No.10 - substantial wooden box with metal reinforced corners, 
blocks are in various shapes and colours and mounted on 3 levels within the box, come with a quantity of paperwork and 
leaflets for Sets 2, 6, 8 and others - unchecked for completeness but the contents appear Good to Good Plus and come in a 
Fair to Good card box with sliding lid. 

 £30 - £40 

2318. Nylint (USA) and other mostly larger scale pressed steel and plastic Trucks - to include Nylint Articulated Bandag Mack 
Truck and Trailer, 26"/66cm long, plus a 6-wheeled Heavy Duty Road Service Wrecker Truck, Buddy L Emergency Rescue, 
battery operated Mr Mechanic 6-wheel Wrecker, a Japanese Tonka style Breakdown Lorry and others including an Indian made 
BP Tipper Truck - Fair to Good.  (7) 

 £20 - £30 

2319. SSS (Japan) "Turnpike Dump Truck" - impressive large scale friction drive tinplate dump truck with 14-wheels, finished 
in red and blue, some age related wear - otherwise Good Plus, 21.5"/54cm long and comes in a Poor to Fair illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

2320. Triang Japanese and other boxed Trucks (1) Triang Mighty Mini 6-wheeled Tonka style Platform Truck; (2) large scale 
4-wheeled battery operated Highway Tow Truck by Daisy Toys of Japan, fitted with removable metal rear jib and steerable front 
wheels, 12"/29cm long, untested and (3) Crown Premiums 1/24th scale 1935 Chevy Tow Truck - red/white - Good Plus to Near 
Mint in Good assorted packaging.  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2321. Casdon (UK) or similar large tinplate clockwork Steam Lorry - unusual 1940's model of tinplate construction with red 
cab, boiler and chassis, green tipping body to rear and chimney, clockwork motor with integral key in working order driving rear 
wheels, with simulated pistons to the front wheels, some age related wear otherwise Fair to Good, 9"/22cm long and comes in a 
Poor to Fair box base only. Also included is a British made hand operated Child's Sewing Machine, a battery operated 
"Swimming Beaver" novelty toy and a "Cherry Coke Robot" - Fair.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2322. Large Child's "Freilaufautomatik" Pedal Go-Kart Puky - of quality German manufacture, silver/black, includes hand 
operated brake on rear wheels and adjustable seat, comes with a user manual, approx 51"/129cm long Good Plus. 

 £50 - £70 

2323. Reflex Powerblade Mono Cycle - scarce item with black frame and seat, yellow wheel and trim, fitted with pedals and 
adjustable seat, some wear through use but overall Good and comes with 63.5"/161cm balancing pole - Good. 

 £20 - £30 

2324. Hong Kong plastic Farm Vehicle and Animals Play Sets - to include Building Constructors Set with 6 x vehicles and 
Farm Animal Sets with Tractors, Fencing and Animals. Jean (Germany) comprise Farm Set with Animals, Tractor and Trailer 
and a Multi Vehicle set with 6 vehicles - Near Mint to Mint ex-shop stock examples still mounted in blister packs on backing 
card.  (4 sets) 

 £30 - £40 

2325. Hong Kong Plastic a pair of Home Farm Playsets (1) R1 Toys Home Farm with miniature farmhouse, haystack, 
Bedford TK farm lorry, tractor and hay rake, various trees fencing, cart and various farm animal figures, fencing, trees etc. Also 
included is NMP Toys No.5612 “Farm Set” - this larger set contains a variety of plastic figures including a larger scale stable 
building with 2 x haystacks, horse and tumbrel cart, tractor and hay rake, various trees, fencing and farm figures - unchecked 
for completeness but appear ex shop stock examples, some still wrapped in cellophane - circa 1960’s & 70’s Quantity in 2 x 
illustrated set boxes. 

 £20 - £30 
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2326. Daiya and Plasto large scale Tractor Gift Sets - to include Plasto (Finland) JCB style Tractor with Loader and back hoe 
together with a John Deere Tractor and Trailer. Also included is a Daiya (Japan) Tractor and Trailer - green together with a 
Playing People Farm Tractor for partial assembly - Near Mint to Mint ex-shop stock examples in Good to Excellent packaging.  
(4) 

 £20 - £30 

2327. Tudor Rose a group of 3 polythene Airport Tug type Tractors together with 2 x Tomy battery operated Crawler 
Tractors - Good Plus to Excellent. Boxed items comprise Plastio (Finland) Articulated Tractor carrying a tyre load, miniature 
wooden Bulldozer and a slow wheels motorised Tractor - Excellent to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging.  (8) 

 £20 - £30 

2328. Indian and British made tinplate Tractors - to include a colourful tinplate tractor of Indian manufacture by Rama 
Toys - Excellent in a Fair box. Also included are unboxed items a Chad Valley wooden Tractor circa 1740's with Bakelite wheels 
and design to run to rubber band propulsion together with a clockwork tinplate Dumper Truck - Fair.  (3) 

 £20 - £30 

2329. Bandai and Marx boxed Tractors (1) Bandai Shovel Dozer - press steel, finished in deep yellow/black with orange 
plastic seat, battery operated with lever operated loading arm - Near Mint in a Good Plus window box and (2) Marx Toys (UK) 
clockwork Tractor and Trailer with blue plastic body and tinprinted baseplate, the yellow trailer has an opening tailgate, lacks 
driver otherwise Good and includes an illustrated box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2330. A pair of Japanese tinplate Tractors (1) Triple S friction drive model - red with tinprinted engine detail and yellow 
hubs - Excellent and (2) San Toys "Cultivate Tractor" - tinprinted tractor with friction drive, comes with self assembly Meccano 
style parts to build a trailer - Excellent in a Good illustrated box.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2331. Gama (Germany) 2001 friction drive Rescue Helicopter - scarce tinplate example is blue, with plated parts, red plastic 
rotors, lacks side mounted plastic stretchers but otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint example in working order and comes in a 
Good Plus colourfully illustrated box, 23cm/9" long. 

 £40 - £60 

2332. Illfelder Toys (Japan) "Good Time Charlie last of the Big Spenders" battery operated novelty toy - comprising large 
12"/31cm figure, dressed in top hat and tails, with cigar and whisky bottle, sat on a tinplate dustbin with tinplate lamp standard, 
untested with some surface corrosion around the battery compartment cover to the underside and stains to his shirt - otherwise 
a Good Plus example from the 1960's which comes in a Good card box with a split to one corner of the colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £50 - £70 

2333. Victory Industries Triumph TR2 Sports Car - scarce 1/18th scale electric battery operated plastic model, circa 1950's, 
finished in British racing green with black seats, glue repair to the tan coloured folded hood and a replacement plastic 
windscreen is detached but present. Does come with some factory paperwork including the instruction slip - otherwise Good 
and comes in a Fair to Good card box with a tear to one corner of the illustrated lid. 

 £60 - £80 

2334. Cast Iron Savings Bank and Model Truck (1) "Cat & Mouse" spring loaded savings bank novelty in working order and 
(2) 10"/25cm cast iron Market Gardeners vintage Truck - green/black - Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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2335. Triang, Meccano and other tinplate and plastic items - to include a Triang Jumbo Series diecast/plastic BMC open 
backed Lorry with replacement headlamps, together with a set of Meccano loose blue/yellow components, wheels and 
instruction books for sets 1 & 3 in a wooden carry case. Also included are an Indian made 10"/25cm Volkswagen Camper Van 
with surfboards together with 2 x tinplate Delivery Van shaped Confectionary Containers including Marks & Spencer - overall 
generally Good.  (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2336. Revell and other made-up plastic kits of Model American Cars and Ships - to include various car models in assorted 
scales including Ford Fairlane Sunliner, Lincoln Continental, Chevrolet Impala and others, one is partially made and includes 
the box and instructions. Also included are various made-up Ship models including British Sovereign and Savannah plus 
Warships - all are mostly incomplete and require restoration/spares - otherwise Fair. Also included are a number of wooden 
ship models including various Boats with Sails and Fishing Vessels which are generally Good.  (19) 

 £20 - £30 

2337. Triang Minic a pair of 1950's tinplate clockwork Fire Engines - each vehicle is red, lack their bell but the clockwork 
motor in working order and includes both opening side lockers, one has replacement tyres but each includes an original plastic 
ladder section with correct tinplate clips - Fair to Good. Also included is a Scratchbuilt Fire Station assembled from wood and 
covered with brick paper, includes interior staircase, originally built for an O Gauge professional railway layout - Fair, 12"/30cm 
wide.  (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2338. Triang Minic pair of 1950's tinplate clockwork Commercials (1) Shell Tanker - red, with green standard cab, lacks tyres 
and (2) Minic Transport Shutter Van - red later example with red plastic wheels, includes opening rear door - both motors 
require attention otherwise Fair to Good for display.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2339. Amersham and Mettoy British made tinplate children's Cookers - to include an Amersham 12"/31cm wide double oven 
with removable burners, 2 x opening front doors, inner trays, brown plastic handles, clock detail and comes with 4 x pans. 
Mettoy examples include an early tinprinted example with opening front door and 3 x burners to the top together with a smaller 
single oven with opening lid together with an unmarked oven in green with 4 burners to top and opening door (some rust due to 
storage) - otherwise a Fair lot of 1950's toy cookers becoming harder to find.  (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2340. Vintage made-up model Aircraft of paper covered wooden framework construction, lacks tail plane and one of the 
undercarriage wheels but does include a Glow Plug Motor - Fair basis for restoration or spares, 41"/104cm wingspan. 

 £20 - £30 

2341. A pair of large wooden Pond Yachts - highly detailed items with shaped wooden holes, masts, cloth sails and rigging, 
various brass and other deck fittings including lifeboats. The smaller one requires the main mast and sails to be 
re-erected - otherwise Good, both models come mounted on wooden plinths, the largest yacht measures 44"/111cm long.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2342. 1970's Vintage Go-Kart, has been well used but in working order, split to one front tyres and has been 
repainted - otherwise Fair, 42"/107cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2343. Large Pedal Car type Racing Car and Aircraft - to include a white racing car, 29"/74cm long, with racing number 
7 - Excellent and a plastic/metal Pushalong Biplane with repairs to seat and tail plane - otherwise Fair.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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2344. Technofix (Germany) tinplate clockwork Racing Motorcycle - beige, detailed tinprinting, some paint loss and wear 
particularly to the right hand side, but does have the racing number 2 and colourfully dressed rider, no key but the motor is in 
working order - Fair, 7"/18cm long. 

 £25 - £35 

2345. PR Toys (UK) "The Glass Car" - scarce 1940's plastic toy car with clear plastic body, brown interior, some components 
loose within the car require re-attaching, but does include the driver figure and spare wheel, 4"/10cm long, was originally 
assembled from a kit and comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £25 - £35 

2346. Philip Niedermeier (PN Toys of Germany) dealers trade box of tinplate friction drive Motorcycles, the box contains six 
models, each item is blue, with detailed tinprinting including yellow rider with black plastic helmet, ex-shop stock items although 
would benefit from further cleaning due to storage - otherwise the contents are generally Good Plus to Excellent circa 1960's, 
each bike is 6.5"/16cm long and comes in a Fair plain card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2347. Fewo clockwork Teddy Bear on Scooter - comprising an orange tinplate clockwork mechanical scooter fitted with 
rubber tyres, articulated bear figure finished in gold coloured artificial silk plush covering, clockwork in working order and comes 
with a key, the mechanism propels the scooter forward whilst the bear figure moves up and down - Good Plus, 6.5"/16cm high. 

 £50 - £70 

2348. KO Toys (Japan) and other tinplate 1950's Police Cars (1) KO Toys larger 6.5"/17cm Police Car with rotary clockwork 
winding handle to underside, fitted with mystery action giving a circular motion to the car, detailed tinprinting including 
Policeman figures and (2) smaller SSS friction drive version - both are finished in black and white, some age related wear but 
generally Good. (2) 

 £25 - £35 

2349. Schuco (Germany) Kommando Anno 2000 tinplate clockwork Car, circa 1930's, comes with correct Schuco key, in 
working order with opening bonnet and steerable front wheels - finished in very dark blue - Good. 

 £30 - £50 

2350. West German Telesteering Car from the 1950's - scarce example of simplistic design featuring a green car with 
tinprinted detail, control wire attached to a tinplate control box with winding handle, when wound the car is propelled forwards or 
backwards - Excellent, 3"/8cm long and comes in a Good colourfully illustrated box. 

 £25 - £35 

2351. Kingsbury (USA) "Bluebird" Land Speed Record Car - impressive model made from pressed steel, fitted with clockwork 
motor and integral key to underside, the motor is in working order together with steerable front wheels and cast metal driver 
figure, has been overpainted at some point around the original transfers but otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example, 
18"/46cm long. 

 £280 - £340 

2352. Triang a group of Tractor and Novelty Toys (1) Clockwork Marvel plastic Farm Tractor - dark blue with red wheels, 
clockwork motor in working order with integral control knob, clicking action and steerable front wheels, M250 in the Minic Series, 
6"/16cm long and comes in a Fair window box (cellophane damaged); (2) Triang Minic Kitty and Butterfly plastic clockwork cat 
novelty toy, finished in black/white; (3) Minic clockwork Mouse - grey plastic body with rubber tail and ears, no keys but the 
motors are in working order - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 
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2353. Enwex (Sweden) tinplate clockwork Sedan Car circa 1950's, finished in cerise, motor in working order with integral key, 
fitted with white hub caps, rubber tyres and some plated parts, some overall age wear otherwise a Good Plus bright example, 
8"/20cm long, a scarce item. 

 £30 - £50 

2354. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) 610 Road Roller - tinplate clockwork example circa 1960 is finished in powder blue with 
cream/orange wheels and interior, detailed tinprinting, clockwork motor with integral key is in working order producing a 
forwards and backwards motion to the rear wheels - Excellent Plus, 8"/20cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £70 - £90 

2355. Schuco (Germany) 1050 Studio Racing Car - tinplate, clockwork 1936 Mercedes Grand Prix Racer, finished in burnt 
orange with racing number 2, comes with vehicle stand, tools, key and accessories together with a fold-out instruction leaflet 
and catalogue - Near Mint to Mint in an Excellent illustrated box, of recent limited edition production. 

 £25 - £35 

2356. Saxon Tower Toys (UK) "Deep Sea Diver" novelty toy - scarce example comprising a plastic diver figure with rubber 
tube attached - Good, 6"/15cm high and comes in a Good illustrated box with instruction book. 

 £40 - £60 

2357. Large tinplate Streamlined Art Deco style 1930's 4-door Sedan - impressive tinplate model of unconfirmed 
manufacture, possibly French, finished in turquoise, free wheeling model not fitted with any internal mechanism, circa 1950's, 
manufacturers thin paint application to the right hand side doors otherwise a Good Plus bright example, 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2358. Societe Industrielle De Ferblanterie (SIF Toys of France) tinplate free wheeling 2-door Car circa 1920's, finished in 
light/dark blue with red chassis and roof, silver balloon wheels including spare wheel to rear.  This toy was produced by SIF 
who produced tinplate toys for other French manufacturers including CIJ and eventually became JEP, some light age related 
wear but overall a Good scarce example, 7"/18cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

2359. JYE (Jyesa of Spain) 1930's Streamlined 2-door Sedan - overpainted in light blue, fitted with a grey/silver balloon 
wheels, no key but the motor is in working order, an unusual model car, 8"/20cm long - otherwise Good. 

 £50 - £70 

2360. Hayashi (Japan) tinplate Hino Bread Delivery Van - orange/cream with friction drive and opening rear door, 6.5"/16cm 
long and another similar Delivery Van in two-tone orange/light green, a more simplistic design, possibly Portuguese and fitted 
with opening rear door and locking catch - both have some light age related wear but overall a Good pair. (2) 

 £25 - £35 

2361. Hayashi a pair of tinplate Hino 1960's friction drive Delivery Vans (1) "Golden Apples" - light green/cream upper and (2) 
Swiss Style Ice Cream - two-tone blue - some age related wear but both have working friction drive motors and opening rear 
doors, the Ice Cream Van has a clear plastic windscreen - otherwise Good. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2362. Joustra (France) large Citroen Dyane tinplate and plastic model - scarce well proportioned model finished in cream, 
with red interior, tinplate baseplate and plated wheel hubs, light age discolouration to the bumpers, circa 1970's but includes 
opening front bonnet and rear tailgate - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £40 
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2363. Joustra (France) a pair of Renault Saloon Cars - impressive larger scale friction drive models comprise (1) Renault 4 
L - orangey-red with tinprinted interior and friction drive to rear wheels, clear plastic windscreen to front and rear, some fading 
through age of some of the plated parts - otherwise Good Plus, 7.5"/19cm long and (2) Renault 16 TS - cream, with red plastic 
interior, cracked front windscreen and lacks glazing to the rear opening tailgate but does include sliding front side 
windows - otherwise Fair to Good, 9.5"/24cm long. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2364. Cast Aluminium Streamlined Sedan Car from the 1930's - scarce unmarked example, finished in brown, narrow 2cm 
hole appeared in the left hand rear wing - otherwise a Good unusual example, 8"/20cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2365. Large 1930's Model Car - moulded from composition material including wheels with chrome hub caps, printed paper 
representations of the windows, resembles a Horsch or similar 2-door Sedan, believed possibly German of Scandinavian 
production, finished in brick red, some age related wear otherwise a Good scarce example, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2366. JNF (Germany) "Favorit" large tinplate Convertible Car - turquoise with yellow interior, tinprinted dashboard, steerable 
front wheels, but no key but the motor is in working order, the clear plastic windscreen is detached but present requires a repair 
to the retaining lug on the drivers side - otherwise Good Plus, 10"/25cm long and comes in a reproduction illustrated card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2367. Joustra (France) Citroen AMI6 "Break" Estate Car - circa 1970's, finished in dark blue with cream roof, friction drive in 
working order, the interior would benefit from further cleaning but the rear tailgate is in working order - Good to Good Plus, 
8.5"/21cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

2368. Tippco (Tipp & Co of Germany) 1950's tinplate friction drive 4-door Sedan - violet blue with white baseplate - Good 
Plus, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2369. Triang Minic a pair of No.2 clockwork plastic Cars (1) Sports Car with 4-speeds and reverse - light green plastic body 
with dark green tinplate seats, includes steering wheel, brake and gear lever, steerable front wheels, small plastic piece missing 
from front left hand wheelarch (rear baseplate screw requires re-attaching) but is supplied, the motor is in working order (no 
key) - otherwise Good in a Poor to Fair card box (no end flaps); (2) No.2 clockwork Car with horn, no key but both clockwork 
motors are in working order and include a working brake and horn, finished in pink - Good Plus to Excellent.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2370. Wuco (Germany) or similar tinplate "Red Arrow" Racing Car - blue with red baseplate, tinprinted detail including racing 
number 11, still retains the composition driver figure, some light age related wear but otherwise Good Plus, 8"/21cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

2371. Gama (Germany) a pair of large scale plastic model vehicles (1) 6-wheeled Fire Truck - red, with silver repainted 
tinplate platform, friction drive, the 3-sectional ladder controls require attention - otherwise a Fair example for display, 13"/33cm 
long and (2) Gama 407 Mercedes 4-door Saloon - RAF blue plastic body with cream tinplate baseplate, battery operated with 
remote control cable attached, steerable front wheels, tinprinted interior, some age related marks to body and cracked rear 
windscreen - otherwise Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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2372. Hong Kong plastic pair of friction drive 1960's Lorries (1) Jimson 8-wheeled Bulk Flour Tanker with LAD cab, small chip 
out of the rear corner of the chassis - otherwise Excellent with motor in working order and comes in a Fair illustrated box (lacks 
an end flap), 8"/20cm long; (2) Woolbro Austin friction drive Tractor Unit (similar to the Spot-on model) with van trailer, lacks 
coupling gear but the trailer has opening doors to sides and rear - otherwise Good in a Fair illustrated box (lacks an end flap).  
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

2373. KO Toys (Japan) or similar 1950's tinplate battery operated Police Car - dark green with cream roof and hubs, black 
baseplate, steerable front wheels, untested but with a clean battery compartment to underside, small split to the clear plastic 
sunshine roof but does include the uniform policeman driver figure, some age related wear otherwise a Good scarce example, 
8.5"/22cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2374. Marchesini (Italy) Studebaker Commander Police Car - unusual large scale tinplate and plastic model with black body, 
white roof, wired for illuminating blue beacon to roof, tinplate baseplate, clean battery compartment to underside although 
untested, the steering wheel is loose within the car - otherwise a Good Plus bright example, 10"/25cm long and comes in a Fair 
colourfully illustrated box with separately applied aerial and manufacturers inspection slip. 

 £70 - £90 

2375. Einfalt (later Technofix of Germany) pre-war "Aero Tower" Aircraft novelty - detailed tinprinted tubular tower, working 
order with integral key, comes with 2 tinplate aircraft attached to rotating arms, long running motor - Good Plus, 6.5"/16cm high 
and comes in a Poor to Fair card box with end flaps missing at one end. 

 £40 - £60 

2376. Marx Toys (UK) "20.000 Leagues Under the Sea" themed, clear plastic spring loaded Bagatelle, comes with folding 
wire stand and 6 x coloured bowls within, the clear plastic case is cracked near the base but does not affect its operation, 
20"/49cm long - Good. Also included is a Marx Toys Rock & Roll clear plastic Bagatelle with seaside display to rear, 11"/27cm 
long, includes folding wire stand and instructions to rear - Good Plus and comes in a Poor to Fair card box sleeve.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2377. Triang Minic Royal Mail Van - tinplate clockwork post-war model is red, with "Royal Mail GR" emblem to each side, no 
key but the motor is in working order, fitted with solid plastic wheels - Good. 

 £30 - £40 

2378. Triang Minic 100-pound Ford Saloon - tinplate clockwork post-war model is dark green, with plated front grille and rear 
spare wheel carrier, small cracks to the centre of some of the solid plastic wheels, no key but the motor is in working 
order - otherwise Good Plus. 

 £25 - £35 

2379. Triang Minic post-war Double Decker Bus - circa 1950's, later model finished in all red London Transport livery with 
black plastic wheel hubs, some wear to the advertising transfers at each side - otherwise a Good example, no key but the motor 
is in working order. 

 £35 - £45 

2380. Schuco (Germany) pre-war radio 5000 tinplate clockwork Car - very scarce early example finished in very dark blue 
with light blue sides, still has the folded aerial to the roof, fitted with 2 x clockwork motor (but no key), the drive mechanism is in 
working order, also the musical movement mechanism is also actuated by gently pulling on the roof mounted aerial, fitted with 
steerable front wheels, appears to have had very little use - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good card box with colourful label to 
the hinged lid. 

 £400 - £600 
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2381. Distler (Germany) tinplate clockwork "Happy Clown" - with tinprinted face, blue check jacket and red/white striped 
trousers, no key but the motor is in working order, when wound the toy vibrates and the clown raises his head up and 
down - some paint loss to each sleeve at the side - otherwise a Good unusual example, 6"/15cm high and comes in a 
reproduction box. 

 £50 - £70 

2382. Lincoln (Hong Kong) plastic "Graham Hill's Monte Carlo Rally Racing Mini Cooper" - large scale battery operated 
model is blue with white roof and bonnet, light wear to an Esso door transfer, untested but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint, 
6"/16cm long and comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £70 - £90 

2383. Penguin (Triang Rovex UK) "Pullback n' Go" Super Mini Cooper - large scale plastic model is turquoise with bright 
plated parts, 6"/16cm long, fitted with pullback clockwork motor, minor box rubs to roof - otherwise a Near Mint bright example 
which comes in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £150 - £200 

2384. Hong Kong plastic pair of Leyland Atlantean Buses (1) Woolbro 3213 BOAC Coach - two-tone cream/blue, lacks 
stickers but the motor is in working order; (2) red London Atlantean version, lacks stickers otherwise Good to Good Plus in Fair 
illustrated boxes, each model is 7"/18cm long.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

2385. Triang "Derwent" electric 14 "Cabin Cruiser - scarce battery operated plastic Speedboat is white with brown 
superstructure, bright plated fittings, slight bowing of the plastic roof as is common with these models - otherwise a Good Plus 
bright example which still has its rudder and propeller (untested) and comes in a Good illustrated cardboard box. 

 £20 - £30 

2386. Chad Valley (UK) 10032 "Games Delivery Van" - large tinplate clockwork model of a Dennis Delivery Van with detailed 
tinprinting featuring various British Games to roof, includes opening rear door and locking catch, comes with a key and is in 
working order, some age related wear to the cab roof and wheels but otherwise overall a Good Plus example, circa 1946, 
10"/25cm long. 

 £260 - £320 

2387. Sutcliffe (UK) "Valiant" tinplate clockwork Battle Ship - scarce example is grey with black lower hull, removable 
superstructure, includes rubber bung, the correct key is included and the motor is in working order, together with rear flag, 
rudder and propeller, plus removable mast - Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in an Excellent illustrated box with stand 
and inner packaging. 

 £130 - £180 

2388. Tonka large pressed steel 1970's Tipper Truck - red cab with yellow tipping body, some play wear but does include the 
rear tailgate and operating tipping mechanism - otherwise Fair to Good, 13.5"/34cm long. 

 £10 - £15 

2389. Bandai (Japan) B22-7579 E-type Jaguar - scarce large scale tinplate model - red, with detailed tinprinting, opening 
front bonnet to reveal engine detail, battery operated with mystery action and clean battery compartment to underside, bright 
plated parts - Excellent in a Fair to Good illustrated card box for the Japanese market, 10"/26cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2390. Schuco (Germany) Micro Racer No.1036/1 Mercer type 35J Vintage Car - maroon diecast/tinplate body with beige 
spoked wheels, the motor is present but requires attention - otherwise an Excellent Plus example for display and comes in a 
Good illustrated box. 

 £20 - £30 
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2391. Mamod Steam Car for restoration - has been dissembled into component parts, unchecked for completeness but 
includes body, boiler, plastic seating, 5 x wheels and tyres, burner etc - a Fair basis for restoration. 

 £30 - £40 

2392. KO Toys (Japan) Electric Gear Robot - scarce 1960's remote control example with metallic blue tinplate body, red 
shoes and plastic hands, still has vintage cable attached with plastic control box, some surface corrosion to the rear 
panel - otherwise a Good scarce example, 8.5"/22cm high. Also included is a Kovap clockwork Steam Roller, no key but in 
working order with backwards and forwards motion and a Daiya (Japan) or similar 6"/16cm friction drive Police Car - Good to 
Excellent.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2393. Mettoy 8" Tinplate Clockwork Tractor - later issue - finished in yellow/red, with plastic engine detail, tinplate balloon 
wheels, circa 1955, some age related wear but the motor is in working order and comes with a (Schuco) key. Also included is a 
2 wheeled farm trailer with opening rear tailgate - red, the tractor comes with a replacement drivers seat but does include the 
steerable front wheels, steering wheel and air cleaner accessory - Good to Good Plus, together measuring 17"/43cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2394. Bayko and Meccano assortment - to include Bayko Set 2X containing Bridge Sections and baseplates, a small building 
set box with some components and instruction books together with a box of loose Bayko parts from the 1960's. Also included is 
a French Meccano Set No.2 and a box of loose earlier components and wheels - Fair.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

2395. Bayko a pair of boxed sets - to include Set 2 which has been used containing many loose parts and instruction book 
together with Set 2X contains quantity of red roof sections - both are unchecked for completeness but the contents are 
generally Fair including boxes.  (2) 

 £15 - £25 

2396. Bayko a quantity of Building Sets, instruction books and loose parts - sets comprise 1960's Set 1, large converting Set 
3X together with Set 1X and 2X - large quantity of loose components including domes and garage ramp in the 3X box and 
building set 1 boxes but are unchecked for completeness. Also included is a Bayko Building Set instruction book together with a 
number of photo-copies and original books in generally Fair condition.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2397. Hornby O Gauge and Meccano Building Sets - Hornby O Gauge unboxed comprises central platform and waiting room, 
footbridge, single track level crossing and signal cabin together with 4-wheeled coaches, crane truck etc - Fair. Other Hornby O 
Gauge includes LNER 4-wheeled clockwork locomotive No.1842 and tender, plus tank loco 290, an LNER 4-wheeled 
passenger brake van, LMS open wagon and buffer stop plus a box of straight quarter rails, some include boxes. Meccano items 
include a made-up model of a motorcycle and sidecar an early set box No.2 with a quantity of loose bare metal plus red and 
green components and a 64-page instruction book. Also in this lot is a Spears Games "Rail Race" novelty board game, 
unchecked for completeness - Fair.  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2398. Triang Railways mostly boxed OO Scale items - to include Train Set with green Princess Locomotive, Tender and 2 x 
red/cream Coaches. Other boxed accessories include Brake Van, Tank Wagon, Open Wagon with Dropside doors, R359 
Primary 040 Tank Locomotive in its box, R921 power controller, various boxed track and points. Also included is a quantity of 
loose Lima, Triang and other track plus a power unit (untested) and a post-war Dinky Royal Mail Van - all are unchecked for 
completeness - Fair.  (qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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2399. Lima, Bachmann, Mainline unboxed OO Scale Locomotives - to include Mainline Illustrious 460, Lima 94 Class Pannier 
Tank, Bachmann Silver Jubilee, Leander and Royal Scot - all have their tenders, some may have loose/missing parts but 
otherwise Fair.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

2400. Hornby O Gauge unboxed clockwork Trains - to include 4-wheeled clockwork Tender Loco No.3435, 3 x Pullman 
Carriages including Viking, type 101 LMS 4-wheeled clockwork Tank Locomotive, 2 x Tank Wagons, Open Wagon and others 
including a quantity of tinplate track - Fair.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

2401. Lines Bros (Triang UK) 1937 wooden LMS Goods Train - scarce pre-war item comprising 4-wheeled LMS Tank 
Locomotive - red, with 4 x wooden red and grey Wagons including Goods Van, 2 Open Wagons and Tanker - Fair to Good. 
Also included is a Fair wooden bridge and a Farmhouse. Also included is a Ubilda O Gauge LMS Tank Locomotive 
(incomplete), Mettoy or similar Signal Cabins, a battery operated "Old-fashioned Steam Train Set", Marx Toys tinplate track, 
various OO and smaller train models, Bassett-Lowke tinplate Woodbines & Oxo railway signs together with a boxed Meccano 
Magic clockwork motor and other items - Fair.   (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2402. O Gauge Scratchbuilt Locomotives, Rolling Stock and Catalogues - Scratchbuilt plastic trains comprise a British 
Railways 264 Tank Loco, Highland Chief Atlantic Tender Locomotive in LNER apple green, Metropolitan 4-4-0 Tank 
Locomotive (lacks chimney) together with a brush type 2 A1A-A1A Diesel Locomotive, Tender for a A4 Steam Loco and 3 x 
Open Wagons - some have loose/missing detailed parts but otherwise is generally made to a Good standard. Also included are 
a number of catalogues to include Wrenn Railways, Triang Hornby Book of Trains, Master Models, Model Railways Handbook, 
Triang British Railways and Continental Scale models, Hornby Dublo electric trains, Trix twin railways and Triang 8th Edition 
catalogue - otherwise Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2403. Hornby O Gauge Train Set, Track and Accessories - to include set No.21 box with British Railways Tender Loco and 
two Carriages.  Other boxed items include 2 x pairs of points, acute angle crossing and single track level crossing - Fair 
including boxes.  Unboxed items comprise a quantity of straight and curved track, together with a quantity of assorted points, 
crossover, and 2 x turntables.  Other unboxed items include a British Railways 4-wheeled clockwork Tank Locomotive 
No.82011 and various Wagons (some are incomplete) - otherwise Fair. (Qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2404. Mamod a pair of small Live Steam Engines - (1) Safety Minor or similar, mounted on a red base, lacks burner and (2) 
similar engine mounted on a substantial wooden base and attached to a grinding wheel accessory by means of a belt drive, 
includes a solid fuel burner - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2405. Meccano Live Steam Engine - later issue with yellow perforations, attached gears to the flywheel shaft, chrome plated 
cover to the boiler and comes with a vintage brass meths burner - Fair. 

 £20 - £30 

2406. Mamod larger Live Steam Stationery Engine - red baseplate, plated parts with black cast metal chimney, includes solid 
fuel burner - Good Plus for display. 

 £30 - £40 

2407. Large Live Steam Stationery Engine, mounted on embossed brick effect baseplate, large flywheel, comes with brass 
burner with single wick and mounted on a substantial base, unmarked, probably of German manufacture - would benefit from 
further cleaning otherwise Good.  Also included is a large box containing Hornby O Gauge and other tinplate O Gauge 
Locomotive, Rolling Stock and others including 2 x Brimtoy Signal Box, assorted track, various Steam Locomotive and Canal 
Barge models, miniature resin Caravans and Car Models - Fair. (Qty in a large cardboard box). 

 £30 - £50 
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2408. O Gauge boxed Hornby and unboxed Fleischmann - Hornby Wagons include Guards Van, Timber Truck, Open 
Wagon, Cattle Van and National Benzole Tanker - Good in Fair to Good boxes, also included is an unboxed Distant Signal and 
a Cardora National Dog Race Game.  Unboxed Fleischmann O Gauge comprises black Steam Tank Locomotive and 2 x red 
and cream Carriages, together with a quantity of curved and straight tinplate track on fibre sleepers, together with a couple of 
points, crossing and a boxed mains controller (UNTESTED FOR DISPLAY ONLY).  The Fleischmann items are marked "Made 
in US Zone" - Fair. (Qty) 

 £30 - £50 

2409. Palitoy S Gauge boxed and unboxed Model Railway items - to include "Electric Train Set" containing British Railways 
Prairie Tank Locomotive with 2 x red and cream Passenger Coaches, a quantity of curved and straight track, controller and 
incomplete box of extra track, the box lacks inner card divisions otherwise Fair including box with illustrated lid. Unboxed items 
comprise 3 x Prairie Tank Locomotive a tender only and 4 x Passenger Coaches (some have loose/missing components) - Fair 
scarce items.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2410. Hornby O Gauge Water Tower and single track Level Crossing - Good together with No.2 Signal Cabin - Good Plus in 
a Fair box.  (3) 

 £15 - £20 

2411. Hornby O Gauge Wagons - unboxed items include Open Wagon, Refrigerator Truck, North Eastern Guards Van 
together with an LNER Carriage and a Pullman Coach "Aurelia" - Fair to Good. Also included is No.1 Crane Truck - black 
chassis with blue jib - Good including maroon card box.   (6) 

 £10 - £20 

2412. Hornby O Gauge and Railwayana - to include LNER 4-coupled clockwork Tank Locomotive, motor in working order but 
no key, together with an Open Wagon with coal load and a Corgi Classics Fowler chrome plated Traction Engine - Fair.  Also 
included are 2 x reproduction brass LMS Wagon Plates dated 1900 Horwich and 1920 Derby - Fair. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

2413. Hornby O Gauge pre-war LNER 4-4-2 Tank Locomotive No.5154 - black with red lining and driving wheels - Fair. 

 £40 - £50 

2414. "Meccano" Dealers Counter Display Stand - of folded card construction, features a boy figure holding up a "Meccano" 
flag, 9.5"/24cm high, includes the fold-out rear stand which appears unused, very minor wear to the edges otherwise Excellent. 

 £40 - £60 

2415. "Hornby" Dealers Card Counter Display Stand - of printed card construction, features a boy with red blazer holding 
"Hornby" sign - Excellent Plus, includes the fold-out rear stand (appears unused), 8.5"/21cm high. 

 £60 - £80 

2416. VEB (Eastern Europe) tinplate O Gauge Train comprising Steam Locomotive No.64002 with plastic driving wheels and 
sprung electrical 3-rail Pick-ups to underside, green Passenger Carriage with matching Luggage Van fitted with sliding doors. 
Also included is a similar brown Goods Van - Good.  (4) 

 £15 - £25 

2417. Karl Bubb (Germany) tinplate "Shell Benzin" tinplate Bogie O Gauge Petrol Tanker - some wear particularly to tank 
fillers otherwise a Good bright example which includes its couplings. 

 £10 - £15 
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2418. Hornby (France) O Gauge tinplate Pullman Carriage pair - each coach is dark blue/cream with a grey roof, cast metal 
wheels to the bogies, include buffers and couplings, one has some wear to the roof near the ventilators otherwise Good Plus, 
the other is Good Plus to Excellent and comes in a Fair card box which lacks end flaps at one end. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2419. SEL "Remote Control Railway Signal" - scarce cast metal colour light signal - black with green base, comes with 
Bakelite control knob, lacks bulbs but otherwise a Good example for display which includes a Good card box with illustrated 
label to lid, 8.5"/21cm high. 

 £5 - £10 

2420. W Nunn & Company (London) large "Port" Navigation Lamp - original ships steel lamp casing in correct red colour, the 
cabinet appears to be of possibly copper construction, opening access door to rear, lacks burner, at one time was fitted with an 
electric lamp for display purposes but that has not been removed.  The casing includes a carrying handle and opening top for 
ventilation and is 10"/25cm high - a Fair item which would benefit from some restoration. 

 £30 - £40 

2421. Bing, Marklin and similar German tinplate Bridges and Accessories - to include 5-piece tinplate Bridge 57"/145cm long, 
together with a quantity of Marklin Gauge 1 tinplate track and points.  Also included are a 3-piece bridge section with approach 
ramps, fitted with 3-rail Gauge 1 tinplate track, 42"/107cm long - green.  Accessories include a Train Actuated Bell, Marklin 
Indicator Board, Sutcliffe Oil Can and others - Fair. (Large qty in 2 large cardboard boxes) 

 £20 - £30 

2422. Marklin (Germany) tinplate 3-bay "Roundhouse" Engine Shed with 3 x opening doors, finished in pale beige with grey 
trim, 14"/36cm long.  Also included are a large German Station Building with Clock Tower and removable roof section, includes 
some opening doors, platform with fencing, together with a small O Gauge Wagon Turntable and a Goods Shed with removable 
roof and platform - Fair. (4) 

 £20 - £30 

2423. Bing and other mostly German large scale tinplate Signals including a Gantry - suitable for O Gauge and Gauge 1 - to 
include a Bing lattice double arm signal, 13.5"/34cm high, a similar sized junction signal and other lattice type signal posts 
together with some that have tinprinted detail including a signal gantry with 4 x signal posts in working order - Fair to Good. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

2424. Hornby and other British and German O Gauge Signals and spare parts - Hornby O Gauge and similar include various 
single arm home and distant signals with lattice posts, together with a junction signal and a similar battery-operated Lamp 
Standard.  A second box contains a number of signal components in various scales and from assorted manufacturers, and a 
third box includes a Wells Brimtoy single arm signal and signal box and a platform station.  Also included are a number of 
Bassett-Lowke or similar brass, wooden and tinplate signal posts - a Fair lot. (Qty in 3 large cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

2425. Bing (Germany) Table Top and other miniature tinplate Trains and Accessories - to include clockwork Locomotives in 
LNWR, LNER, Great Western and other liveries together with various 4-wheel Carriages and Wagons, station platforms and 
buildings, signal box and other manufacturers items including a Distler Footbridge - a few items lack parts but otherwise 
generally Fair to Good.  (29) 

 £30 - £40 

2426. Hornby O Gauge group of 6-wheeled Tenders - to include 2 x 2711 (one has been restored), 2 x LNER including 4472, 
2 x Great Western Railway with Shirtbutton motif, 2 x LMS including one marked "Bing" and a Southern No.759 - Fair to Good, 
some lack wheels.  (9) 

 £50 - £70 
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2427. Hornby O Gauge and other Locomotive bodies requiring varying amounts of restoration - to include Lord Nelson, LMS 
4-wheeled Tank Loco, together with others by Whitanco, Bubb and 2 x Leeds Model Company Pannier Tanks. Also included 
are a number of incomplete clockwork 4-wheeled mechanisms - a Fair basis for the restorer or for spare parts.  (15) 

 £50 - £70 

2428. Hornby O Gauge and other tinplate Locomotive bodies - in varying states of repair, some have had their paintwork 
removed, others have been overpainted and lack parts - to include Hornby LNER Tank Loco, Flying Scotsman, LNER 
4-wheeled Tank Loco and others including Gunthermann Caledonian Railway Loco JEP (France) and a larger Gauge 1 
German Locomotive body - incomplete but a Fair basis for the restorer or spare parts.  (lg qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £50 - £70 

2429. Group of Hornby O Gauge or similar Locomotives and Tenders for restoration including Live Steam - the Live Steam 
Locomotive is a 4-wheeler, includes burner to underside, has been overpainted and may be incomplete although a bag of 
fittings is included. Also in this lot is a clockwork 4-4-0 clockwork engine with the front bogie missing and 3 x Hornby or similar 
tinplate tenders (most lack their wheels) together with a Bassett-Lowke or similar clockwork 6-coupled mechanism - a Fair basis 
for some restoration.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

2430. LGB a group of Track and Points - all comprise brass on plastic sleepers and include 10 x curved track No.1100, 2 x 
straight track No.1000 and right hand point No.1200 and left hand No.1210 plus a couple of loose brass rails - has been used 
but otherwise Fair.  (14) 

 £30 - £40 

2431. Hornby Dublo Electric Train Sets - contents are varied and some may be incomplete (1) Mallard Loco and 2 x Eastern 
Region Carriages; (2) City of Liverpool Loco, Tender and 2 x LMS Coaches, (3) Bristol Castle BR Loco only; (4) 8F BR Loco 
No.48158 and 5 Wagons; (5) no Loco but 5 Wagons and track and (6) BR Tank Loco No.69567 and 8 Wagons and track - all 
are unchecked for completeness the contents are generally Fair in Poor set boxes.  (7 sets) 

 £80 - £120 

2432. Fleischmann (Germany) and other European Electric Train Sets - to include Fleischmann No.1001/3 Steam Loco and 
Tender with 4 x red/cream tinplate carriages and track; (2) Playcraft Narrow Gauge Passenger Train Set; (3) Playcraft HO Scale 
Goods Train Set with Diesel Loco and Wagons; (4) Lima (Italy) International 4-coach Train Set with Wagons-Lits Coaches and 
Steam Loco - unchecked for completeness but contents appear generally Good to Excellent in Fair to Good assorted boxes.  
(4) 

 £50 - £70 

2433. Triang Train Sets and Arkitex (1) Triang Set RS59 - clockwork Loco has been replaced with an electric Tank Engine 
but does include the coach and track; (2) Triang TT Gauge Train Set No.T6 - includes Windsor Castle Tender Loco and 2 x 
brown and cream Carriages with track and (3) Spot-on Arkitex Construction Set with range of components inside and 
handbook - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in Poor to Fair boxes.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2434. Marklin Mini-Club miniature Train Set - scarce set contains Z Gauge Rolling Stock and Track to include Steam 
Locomotive, 4 x Wagons, straight and curved track plus points and crossovers together with a controller - unchecked for 
completeness and the controller is untested - otherwise Good for display and includes an illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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